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Olivet prepares for North Central team
By Dr. Willis Snowbarger
The North Central Association
visiting team will be on cam pus.
February 18, 19 and 20. The
visitors will be talking to faculty,
students, administrators, and may
ask a lot of questions. Students
need to understand the accredita
tion process.
The North Central Association
is a voluntary organization .which
means that a college is not forced to
belong. On the other hand, the
general accreditation which comes
with membership in the North
Central Association, speaks to all
the institutions of higher education
of this country and, in fact, around
the world. It vouches for the quali
ty of our work and, therefore, at
taches value to the transcript of
credits which cannot be assured by

an unaccredited institution. Olivet
is to undergo a regular decennial
review in this current academic
year which is required of all in
stitutions. We had a review such as
this in the school year 1964-65,
another review in 1974-75 and, of
course we are now due again.
Olivet is fortunate in that the
various visiting teams have always
been able to give the maximum
period of review; namely, ten
years. The alternatives would be a
review after five year or, in some
cases, even a focused review in as
short a time as three years. Rather
obviously, this would indicate a
displeasure on the part of the team
and the association, so our goal is to
achieve a clean'bill of health and
continue our review on the ten
year cycle.

Preparation for this visit in
cluded writing a self study report
which was submitted to the
Association on December 18. Dr.
Ivor Newsham was chairman of
the Self-Study committee and took
the major responsibility for the
editing and completing of this
report. The C om m ittee w as
assisted by task forces including
both faculty and students who
worked very hard in gathering
material describing programs, who
well or effectively they are being
carried out, and concluding with
statements of concerns as well as
review of strengths in each of the
areas of work of the college. Since
previous.teams have found the col
lege strong in most areas and we
have worked on all of the areas in
dicated as weaknesses, we should

This is important to the
students because o f the transfera
bility of credits and the general
stamp of quality that is placed on
the institution. For governmental
arrangements, it is the basis on
which institutions are cleared to
use and process financial aid. It is
also the basis for approval by
which an institution may allow
foreign student^ to study here and
also for enrolled veterans to receive
benefits.
So while it a very important
matter, we are quite relaxed as we
enter into this time of the visit. We
are advising all of our personnel
and would ce rta in ly advise
students, to be your normal, cheer-

ful self, to assist the team in any
way that you can to find their way
about the campus, and to answer
their questions very openly and
candidly as you may have oppor
tunity to talk with them. These
team m e m b ers a re fa cu lty
members and administrators from
other colleges and universities that
belong to the North Central Asso
ciation.
As a matter of fact, Dr.
Newsham is himself a "consultantexaminer" and has served on a
similar team at another college last
Fall. T h eir institutions have
strengths and they also have
weaknesses, so they understand if
we simply respond to their ques
tions and help them find the infor
mation they need for their report.

Olivet Education Department
re-accredited through 1991

CAMPUS CANDID

By Carol Rittenhouse
For many years, Olivet has
upheld the reputation for preparing
students in both elementary and
secondary education. Since many
students graduate each year with a
teaching degree, it may be of some
comfort to know that Olivet is well
prepared to put a very special
"stamp of approval" on each
graduate. For through a long
tedious process, Olivet has once
again received accreditation from
the National Council for the Ac
creditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE).
NCATE is the only accrediting
agency in the United States to be
recognized in the teaching field and
is also authorized by the U.S.
Secretary of Education. NCATE
has the basic objective of ac
crediting colleges and universities
that apply for accreditation using a
detailed set of standards and re
quirements.

(Photo by B. Beatty)

Ice busters

have a good experience this time
around.

These requirements reflect the
im portance of w ell educated
teachers. NCATE keeps up to date
with new teaching methods and
programs, and alters their stan
dards accordingly.
Although Olivet has been ac-

icepted by NCATE for nearly three
decades, it was time to renew our
accreditation. Dr. Harry Westfall,
director of Teacher Education at
Olivet, was in charge of preparing
our education department and
faculty for the long process of
evaluation by NCATE.
The first step of reaccreditating
Olivet was to let NCATE know that
we wished to be reviewed. So in
the spring of 1983, ONC applied for
an NCATE visit. With the help of
an NCATE counselor, C hris
Chweh, ONC began to prepare all
of the reports necessary for an
NCATE team visit. With the help
of several staff members, a report
, written in three volumes was sub
mitted to NCATE by July, 1983.
Then in March, 1 9 8 4 1 an
NCATE team visited Olivet. This
team stayed on campus for three
days. During this time, they inter
viewed administrators, ~faculty
members, and students. They also
, evaluated our education programs.
After they left, the team wrote a
report to NCATE showing the
strengths and w eaknesses of
Olivet's teaching education major
programs. Finally, in October
1984, Olivet was accepted and
granted full .reaccreditation until

September 1, 1991. We have been
reaccredited in K-12, elementary
and secondary teaching with a
bachelor's degree.
There are some important
reasons why all of this is vital to
teacher majors. Because Olivet is
accredited by NCATE, jobs will be
easier to obtain. NCATE has been
accepted by over 20 states. Illinois
has recognized NCATE since 1981,
joining Indiana and Michigan,
among others. Thus, a graduate
from Olivet can get a job in one of
twenty or more states with much
more ease. Unfortunately, this
does not apply to students applying
for work in the state in which they
graduate.
It is good to know that Olivet
wants the best for its students. By
going through the long process <rf
being reviewed by NCATE, educa
tion' graduates can be assured that
their education is among the best in
the country. It is also good to know
that a job will be easier to get after
graduation. Following tradition,
Olivet continues making education
a priority, and students follow
tradition by taking their ‘Educa
tion with a Christian purpose" to all
parts of the world.

“ We have to get rid of theology and fall In love with the Lord. ”
,

.

-

Dr. Anthony Campolo,

Artist/Lecture Sem inar, Jan. 2 3 ,1 9 8 5
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NTS reps to visit

Dr. Crabtree on campus
On February 3-6, Dr. Robert
C r a b tr e e
fro m
N a z a re n e
Theological Seminary will be on
campus to talk to students about
graduate work in preparation for
ministry. With him will be some
Olivet alumni currently attending
the seminary. They will be discuss
ing pre-seminary requirements for
admission, the various degrees and
-courses offered, tuition and ex
penses, as well as answering ques
tions students may have.
NTS offers four degrees:
Master of Divinity, Master of
Religious Education, Master of Arts
in Missionology, and the Doctor of
Ministry. Two specialized Master
of Divinity programs have recently
been added to the curriculum: The
Master of Divinity in Religious
Education and the Master of
Divinity in Missiology.
The Master of Divinity degree,
a 93 hour program, is a means of
in te lle c tu a l, fu n c tio n a l, and
spiritual preparation of the student
for serving Christ through the
Church. The Master of Divinity in
Rel. Ed. is designed particularly for
those who: are planning on
associate ministries but seek to
m eet ordination requirements;
have a strong undergraduate
religion major, plan to pastor, but
wish to strengthen their educa
tional understanding; or, feel a call
to full-time ministry but have no
clear definintion of the role they
are to fill. The Master of Divinity in
Missiology is designed for those
who: are planning a career in transcultural ministry and seek to meet
ordination requirements; or, have a
strong undergraduate religion ma
jor, plan to pastor but are interested
in church planting, ethnic, or ur
ban ministries.
The Master of Religious Educa
tion degree, a 64 hour program, is
intended to provide resources for
and a climate in which students
may: appropriate an understanding
of the Word of God, develop a
philosophy of Christian ministry,
an d c u ltiv a te c o m p e te n c ie s
necessary for skillful performance
of age-level ministries.
T h e M a ste r o f A rts in
Missiology, a 62 hour degree, is a
program of maximum flexibility for
missionary preparation and mis
sions specialization.

T h e h ig h est p ro fessio n a l
degree offered for persons actively
involved in ministry is the Doctor
of Divinity. Its primary emphasis is
on the practice of ministry rather
than on research and teaching.
At NTS, tuition is $46.00 per
credit hour with a maximum pay
m ent-of $550.00 per semester for
Nazarene students. There are fees
totaling $45.50 for registration,
library and student services. Ap
plications for scholarships and
grants are available from the Direc
tor of Admissions.
P re -se m in a ry co u rse r e 
quirements are: English - 12 hrs,
secular history - 6 hrs, philosophy 6 hrs, psychology - 2 hrs, social
sciences - 4 hrs, natural sciences - 4
hrs, religion - 8 hrs, and foreign
languages through the intermediate
college level (students are strongly
urged to include Greek in their col
lege curriculum).
A bachelor's degree is required,
and it is recommended that
students at least have a minor .in
religion. Students must also have a
college academic average grade of
C or better.
The seminary offers assistance
to those students in need of hous
ing and employment. This is coor
dinated by the Admissions Assis
tant who also assists new students
with acclimation to the Kansas City
area. Students considering NTS
should also be aware that the
seminary is adjacent to the Interna
tional Headquarters of the Church
of the Nazarene and a few minutes
aw ay fro m
th e N a z a re n e
Publishing House, thus allowing
valuable exposure to these impor
tant entities of the denomination.
All students interested in fur
ther information should plan to
meet the seminary representatives
while they are on campus Feb
ruary 3-6.

It’S a thought...
“Once upon a time, Christians
were in the forefront of the artistic
and literary community. In recent
decades, however, they have aban
doned this in deference to pietistic
games of trying to remain un
tainted by the world."
—Franky Schaeffer

(Photo by B. Beatty)

The Sunglo Girls.
Andrea Downs, Cindy Larson and Julie Hampton try out the contents of Ludwig’s new vending machine.

Plans for Parent Weekend set
By Jana Sherrow
Parent Weekend is here once
again! This annual event honoring
parents is co-sponsored by the
Men's and Women's Residence
Associations. It will be held
February 8-10.
Parent Weekend gives parents
an opportunity to see what student
life is all about on Olivet’s campus.
Lysa Johnson, WRA president,
adds, “It provides a special time for
students to be with their parents,
especially for those who can't get
home often.”
Several activities are scheduled
for parent and student enjoyment.
A student variety show kicks off
the weekend at 8 p.m. in Kresge
Auditorium. Hot cider and donuts
will be served afterwards. The cost
is $1.00 for parents and students.
Saturday begins with’a Nursing
D e d ic a tio n
C e re m o n y
fo r
sophomore nursing students. It will
be held in College Church at 9 a.m.
A brunch in Ludwig Center follows
at 10 a.m. at a cost of $3.75 for
parents and $2.75 for students. Dr.
John Bowling, pastor at College

Church, will be the speaker.
Get those rooms ready fo r
Mom's inspection! Open House in
all residence halls begins at 12 to 2.
Animals and athletes combine
to bring us Donkey Basketball in
Birchard Gym. The game starts at 2
p.m. providing man and beast get
along! Cost for the game is $2.00
for both parents and students.
A buffet dinner in Ludwig is
scheduled for 4 p.m. Saturday at a
cost of $6.00 for parents and $5.00

for students. Then at 7:30 p.m. the
Music Department will give a free
concert.
Sunday begins with a continen
tal breakfast and Sunday school in
Ludwig at 9:15 a.m. Dr. Harvey
Collins, Art Department chairman,
will bring the lesson. The breakfast
will cost $2.50 for parents and
$1.50 for students. Morning wor
ship begins at 10:50 in College.
Church.

Valentine banquet replaced
By Zoe Burdine
Valentine's Day is going to be
different on campus this year. Teri
Bowling, vice president of Social
Affairs and her committee are plan
ning an all-school party on Valen
tine's Day.
Bowling feels the traditional
Valentine's Banquet should be
replaced with an activity that all
students can enjoy. "Social Com
mittee in the past has always lost
money from the banquet, and it

has been a 'couples only' event,
secluding all other students. The
turnout is usually minimal, and
the banquet has been, known, by
most students, to be an event for
serious or engaged couples."
The Valentine's party will,
therefore, take the place of the ban
quet, and be an informal activity
with reasonable prices. And it will
be an event in which all students
may participate.

The bell tolls for th e e .. .but whom tolls the bell?
By Jay Martinson
You're on your way to your
English class on the fourth floor of
Burke, and even though your
watch is broken you realize that
you're late once again. How do you
know for sure that you're late?
Mental telepathy? No, you've heard
the dependable clamour of the
"Westminster style" bells that are
heard every quarter of an hour,
every day, all year 'round.
Those time-telling bells. Some
people depend on them, others
despise them as mere annoyances.
But no matter how a person feels
about them, the question is still
asked by all of us: “Where are
those bells coming from?"
H Some people know where the
sound is coming from. Many of us
think we know. Most of us,
however, have heard different
stories as to their location and just
plain aren't sure.
There are two main stories
floating around concerning them,
one of which is true.
The first story is that the bells
are not the actual cast, steel bells
that we might envision. They are,
instead, a form of recording system
(Carillon-type) being programmed
in Chalfant and sent by wire to
the top of Chapman where ,the bell
sounds are projected through the
four sp>eakers located there. One
person had this story so figured out

that he was sure about many
details like, "It's Dr. Hopkins' job to
go to Chalfant and program the
bells and put in different programs
on s p e c ia l o c c a s io n s lik e
Christmas."
That is one story that (though
others have different details) many
p>eople believe. There is, however,
another story that not as many peo
ple know about. This story is not
one that can be arrived at by a
mere guess, for it is more distinctly
removed from immediate scope on
campus. It is less obvious and more
involved, as often the truth is.
This story actually beings in
1918, when 20-year-old Sgt. Arley
Hassler returned from Lille, France
(located on the northernmost tip of
France) where he was stationed in
the latter pjart of W.W .I. For those
of you who aren't history majors,.
Lille is located in one of the
bloodiest areas of the German inva
sion of France.
It was due to this horrid ex
perience, which is quite a story in
itself, that Arley spent a lot of time
re-thinking his priorities in life.
When Arley returned home in
December of 1918 to his home in
Bradley, he started attending the
Catholic Church of Maternity BVM
(across from Burke) where his
younger brother Isaac attended.
At the time, Maternity BVM
had one bell in the belltower that

was rung only on Sunday morning.
The man whose jo b it was to ring
the bell died in 1923, and Arley
was asked to assume his position.
Arley and Isaac (Ike) shared the
responsibility of ringing the bell at
different mass times.
After a few years of having the
job, the brothers asked the p>arish
to raise the money to buy four
bells, each with a different'pitch so
that on Sunday morning they could
actually ring out melodies and
special arrangements at Christmas.
The money was raised, the bells
were purchased, and together the
brothers started a tradition.
Around 1949, Arley and Ike
started ringing the bells to indicate
time. A few other churches in the
area were also doing this, and as
the others, Arley and Ike handoperated the bells on the hour and
on the half hour every day from 5
a.m. until midnight.
The brothers, both bachelors
and living together a block away
■from the church, would walk over
every morning at 4:45 a.m. and
stay in the small room near the
belltower until midnight, when
they would walk back home. "It
wasn't that bad," Ike (now 82 years
old) reveals. “We enjoyed each
other's company, and we even had
a cot up there so in the afternoon
we would take turns taking naps.
Besides, being up there was a good

place to work."
Ike and Arley both made ,a
meager but adequate living design
ing greeting cards for a small
greeting card company just south
of Chicago. They would do all their
work in their room in the church,
and send their designs by mail to
Chicago. "We had to," claims Arley,
"because we didn't even have a car
until, I think it was 1950."
Arley, now 86 years old, is
very thankful that he has been able
to make a living without leaving his
job ringing the bells. "Yes, I'm very
thankful, it's been a way in which
we've been able to serve our ptarish
and the community. Yes, I'm'real
thankful."
Modern technology has, since
1974, enabled the brothers to pro
vide quarter hour bells. When ask
ed what they thought of the change
from hand-opreated bells to elec
tronic control of them, Ike replied,
"It's good. We couldn't have offered
constant quarter hour bells by
ourselves. It would've been too
much."
The present system still uses
real, cast bells, but they can be
operated electronically by a sort of
mechanical memory. They still can
be operated by hand as well, and
three of the bells still have their
original ropes. Even though the
bells could be operated without
Arley and Ike, they still like to do it

by hand whenever they can, which
is about one-fourth of the time.
The four original bells are not
in the Hassler's home. Arley recalls
the changing of the bells. "One
developied a small crack. You
couldn't really, see it but you could
hear it. The parish at first was go
ing to order me a new one, but you
can't do that. You see, when bells
age they get a little bit different
tone. So to buy a new one and put
it with the other old ernes would
really sound terrible, at least to us.
So we convinced them we needed
four new ones."
Now, with the electronic
system, one would think that Ike
and Arley, both in good health,
would want to take some time to
get away from the routine and take
a, vacation. However, neither has
any desire to leave his niche. As
Arley put it, "Once a friend told me
now I should travel and see the
world that I've missed in the last 60
years. I told him that I saw it once,
and while there (in Lille, France) I
learned all I needed was right there
back at home. I do not need to
travel."
Both men, who plan to operate
the bells as long as they are physic
ally capable, strongly stress that the
bells are such a big part of their
lives that for them to stop, now
would mean to stop living.
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Dean’s List for Fall semester 1984 announced
Congratulations goes to the
following students who were nam
ed to the Dean's List for the Fall
Semester of 1984.
Karen F. Abbott, Owosso, MI;
Michele Abner, Rantoul, IL; Chad
wick Addie, Janesville, WI; Tam
my Addington, Winchester, IN;
Bonnie Agner, Nashville GA;
Rebecca Allen, Lisle, IL; Kevin
Alsvig, Marseilles, IL; Michele,,
Anderson, Gambier, OH; Sherri
Angle, Bethel Park PA; Ronald
Angles, Cape Coral, FL; Janet Arm,
Havana, IL; Jeffery Arnold, Con
stantine, ML
Jennifer Arnold, West Burling
ton IA; Nancy Aylor, Shawnee Mis
sion, KS; Brian Baker, Bimamwooid, WI; Janice Barr, Decatur, IL;
Sharon Barr, Winchester, IN; Mark
Barwegen, Bourbonnais, IL; Mary
Barwegen, Bourbonnais, IL; Paul S.
Bassett, Overland Park, KS; Ran
dall Bateman, Granger, IN; Kim
berly Bernard, Indianapolis, IN;
Kelly Beutler, Pontiac, MI; David
Bischoff, Kankakee, IL.
Charles Boysen, Homewood,
IL; Eric Breedlove, Kansas City,
MO; Angela Brumfield, Win
chester, IN; Lillian Buker, Bed
ford, IN; Mary Burke, Beloit, WI;
Debora Burton, Sheldon, IL; An
drea Campe, Herscher, IL; David
Carlson, Bourbonnais, IL; Ronald
Carlson, Aledo, IL; Lisa Chambers,
Terre Haute, IN; Wing Fai Chan,
Hong Kong; William R. Clark,. Jr.;
W inchester, IN; Gary Clark,
Kankakee, IL.
Tammy Clymer, Lyons, OH;
Donna Coats, Selma, IN; Royce
Cole, Bourbonnais, IL; Kimberly
Coomer, Middletown, OH; Vanya
Crabbe, Orland Park, IL; John
Croasdell, Pontiac, MI; Phillip
Crouch, Gilman, IL; Ruth Crowell,
Dansville, MI; Swati Dave, Bour
bonnais, IL; Patricia Davidson,
Saskatchewan, CA; Penny Davis,
Mt. Zion, IL.
Philip Davisson, Liberty, IN;
Sedwyn Day, Kankakee, IL;
Michael DeFries, Demotte, IN;
Pamela Degner, Oak Creek, WI;
Frank Delgado, Jr., Rockfalls, WI;
Lisa Denham, Demotte, IN; Cheryl

Dilts, Plymouth, M I; Andrea
D ow ns, B eth an y , OK; B eth
Dumey, Bourbonnais, IL; Richard
Dykhouse, Osseo, MI; Nancy Eccles, Mooresville IN; Laronda Ellis,
Huron, SD.
Leanne Empie, Ravenna, MI;
Kimberly Erickson, Kankakee, IL;
Steven Everding, Beavercreek OH;
Jill Ferree, Pontiac, MI; James Fit
zgerald, Lexington,- KY; Shari
Fluharty, Cedar Rapids, IA; Cyn
thia Fouser, Kewanee, IL; Laura
Fouser, Kewanee, IL; Lora Frazer,
Indianapolis, IN; - Mark Fryar,
Woolridge, IL; Brad Garvin, River
F o r e s t, IL ; M a rg a re t G ay,
Kankakee, IL; Timothy Gilbert,
Forsythe, IL.
Shelly Giles, Monroe, MI: Eric
Gill, Bourbonnais, IL; Susan Gil
roy, Three Rivers MI: Rodney
Green, ^Anderson, IN; Michael
Gregorson, VanBuren, IN; Steven
Gregory,“ Centralia, IL; Sandra
Grenhoff, Watseka, IL; Robert
Griffith, Madison, AL; Susan Griz
zle, Momence, IL; Renee Grove,
Cudahy^ WI; Phyllis Hadley, Bour
bonnais, IL; Deborah Hartunian,
Cudahy, WI.
wood, MI; Ricky Hastings, Kanka
kee, IL; Becky Hawley, Carol
Stream, IL; Raenel Haws, Bedford,
IN; Lisa Hayes, Bourbonnais, IL;
Michael Heckman, Bluffon, IN;
Greg Hocott, Grand Blanc^M I;
Kimberly Hoekstra, St. Anne,. IL;
Anthony Hoovler, Sardinia, OH.
Lori Hosier, Bourbonnais, IL;
Robyn Hurley, Herscher, IL; Kevin
Hurt, Lowell, MI; Janice Janes,
Trilla, IL; Beverly Johnson, Tri
umph, IL; Frank Johnson, Potter-1
ville, MI: Lori Johnson, Normal, IL;
Susan E. Johnson, Elgin, IL; Mike
Kempton, Aurora, IL; Kevin Ken
dall, Winchester, OH; Brenda Ken
ny, Sandusky, MI; Patricia Rib
bons, Watseka, IL; Kristin King,
Bourbonnais, IL.
Michelle King, Dayton, OH
Janis Koehn, Bloomfield Hills, MI
Laura Koehn, Bloomfield Hills, MI
Karen Krauss, Vancouver, WA
Todd Lafond, Kankakee, IL; Jodi
Layden, D an v ille, IL; B rian
Leatherman, .Ft. Wayne, IN; Mary

Lewellyn, Woodstock, IL; Joann
Lichte, Tampa, FL; Randy Lingenfelter, LaHarpe, IL; Rodney Loren,
Cory, IN: Howard Love, Sheridan,
IL.
Stephen Lowe, Wayne, MI;
Kevin Lunn, Farmington Hills, MI
William Malas, Madison, WI
Deborah Marsh, Cincinnati, OH
Pamela Marth, St. Anne, IL; Jona
than Matson, Bensenville, IL
Kathy Matson, Milwaukee, WI
Edsal Mattax Jr., Racine, WI; John
McCormick, Peoria, IL; Gregory
M cD onald, B ourbonnais, IL;
Roberta McKinsey, Noblesville,'
IN; Lori McRoberts, Danville, IN.
Rebecca Millbum, Hoopeston,
IL; Rhoda Mitchell, Albany, OR;
Shelly Muxlow, Lapeer, MI; Eliz
abeth Myers, Union Grove, MI;
Jeffrey Nadig, Bradley, IL; Mary
Neal, Bourbonnais, IL; Owen
Neese, Bourbonnais, IL; Todd
Nehls, ; Kankakee, IL; Howard
Newcomb, Arlington, OH; Tina
Nicholson, St. Anne, IL; Susan
Nockels, Kankakee, IL; Penny
Nolan, Sterling, IL; Michele Oliver,
St. Anne, JL.
Mark Parke, Huntingburg, IN;
Elizabeth Parnell, Anderson, IN
Kimberli Pasko, Ft. Wayne, IN
Steven Peachey, Galesburg, IL; Lee
Ann Pence, Lansing, MI; Rebecca
Perry, Flint, MI; Thomas Phillips,
North Vernon, IN; Margaret Pick
ering, Bourbonnais, IL; Elizabeth
Powers, Bethany, OK; Susan Pren
tice, Janesville, WI; Dana Preusch,
Middletown, OH; Robert Prince,
Garden City, MI.
Holle Pristach, St. Anne, IL;
Andrça Ray, R ochester, M I;
Miriam Reader, Chrisman, IL;
David Rees, Winchester, IN; Karen
Remmenga, Streator, IL; Lynne
Reynolds, Rantoul, IL; BethTtickel,
Sault Ste Marie, MI; Kenneth Roat,
Havana, IL; Lenora Roat, Havana,
IL; Stephen Roberson, Bourbon
nais, IL; Terri Robert, Grand Blanc,
MI: Stacey Rose, Holle, ML
Mark Parke, Huntingburg, IN;
Roth, Goodrich, MI; Leanne Roth,
Pontiac, MI; April Ruzick, Mattoon, IL; Sharon Sabelfeldt, Cen
tralia, IL; Julie Schaper, Benton,

Olivet faculty recognitions
Robert Hayes, for an appoint
doctorage have been waived.
Congratulations to:
ment by the National Council for
Kenneth Armstrong, who has
George Lyons, for his election
completed his doctoral program at as chairman of the Membership Scientific Research as the Chief
Scientific Officer of the Food
Northwestern University.
Committee of the Wesleyan Theo Technology unit in Lusaka, Zambia
John Williams, who has com logical Society.
in Africa for the year 1985-86.
pleted his course work at the
H arry W e stfa ll and th é
University of Illinois for the doc
Linda Greenstreet for compleTeacher Education Faculty, who
torate.
>tion of her Master's degree at
Vicki Trylong, who passed her were instrumental in Olivet's re Governor's State University and
written and oral exams and was ad cent reaccreditation of its Teacher
elevation to regular faculty status
vanced to candidacy for the doc Education program by the National
in the Nursing Division.
toral degree at Purdue University. Council, for A ccreditation of
Lois Barnett's move from partDixie Turner who has com Teacher Education. Accreditation
time to full-time as an Assistant
pleted all course work and whose was granted until September 1,
Professor of Nursing.
written qualifying exams for the 1991.

Start Off ’85 With N.F.C.U.
8000 S. Painter Ave.
P.O. Box 4628
'Whittier, CA 90607
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KY; John Schrock, Dixon, IL;
Janine Sebeck, Forreston, IL;
Tracey Setters, Rock Falls, IL; Jana
Sherrow, Flushing, MI; Cheryl
Shira, Newark, DE; Philip Shomo,
Anderson, IN; Kimberly Shooks,
St. Charles, MO.
Daw n Singell, Edm ore, M I;
Michelle Slaney, Rock Springs, WI;
Anna Snowden, Deputy, IN; Lanny
South, Pensacola, FL;- Tracy
Sparks, Greer, SC; William Spear,
Okemos, MI; Lori Spivey, Bour
bonnais, IL; Cindy Spring, Port
Huron, MI; James Springer, Bour
bonnais, IL; Lori Standley, Bour
bonnais, IL; Robin Starling,
Newark, IL.
Bryan Steelman, Charlevoix,
MI; Kay Steinhauer, Park Forest,
IL; Tara Steininger, Aurora, IL;
Karen Stine, Washington, IL; John
Straw, Chrisman, IL; Sharon Swan
son, Glenview, IL; Kevin Tanzie,
Kankakee, IL; Gregory L. Taylor,
Bloomington, IL; M ichael A.
Taylor, Bloomington, IL; Michael
Tebo, Flint, MI; Rodney Thill, Mt.
Gilead, OH; Bradley Thomas,
Bourbonnais, IL.
Dennis Thompson, Muncie,
IN; Pamela Tremain, Weidman,

MI; Judi. Tripp, Bourbonnais, IL;
Anita Turner, Dixon, IL; Carol
Turner, Bourbonnais, IL; Marie
Ulrich, Clio, MI; David Vanderboss, Rockford, MI; Larry Wankel,
Beardstown, IL; Miriam Warner,
Brighton, MI; Stephen Watson,
Muncie, IN; Jeffrey Webb, Kanka
kee, IL; Donald Weber, Linden,
MI; Kevin Webster, Benton, IL.
Melinda Wedmore, Muncie,
IN; Dea Weisenbeck, Rockton, IL;
Jeanette Westenberger, Davenport,
IA; Bradford Wheeler, Indianapo
lis, IN; Robin Whigham, Brook
field, MA; Debra K. White, Mt.
Vemon, OH; Sandra White, Dan
ville, IL; Susan White, Danville, IL;
Mark Whittington, Tamaroa, IL;
Steve Wiese, Kokomo, IN.
Dora Wilbur, Clyde, OH; Jen
nifer Wilkins, New Lothrop, MI;
Merilee Willard, Kankakee, IL;
Ronald Willard, Kankakee, IL;
Diana L. Williams, North Hunt
ingdon, PA; Jo Ellen Williamson,
Moline, IL; Bruce Woodruff, Bour
bonnais B IL; Teresa Woodruff,
Bourbonnais, IL; John Paul Young
II; Elkins, WV; Fay Young, St.
Cloud, FL; Cynthia Youngman,
Mt. Vernon, OH.

Treble Clef Choir and
Viking Chorus set show
The Treble Clef and Viking
Male Choirs are having a variety
show on Thursday and Friday,
January 31 and February 1.
The theme of this show is
“Give Me A Break." There will be a

mixture of popular, novelty and
“oldie" songs performed, along with
several skits.
The show will take place in
Kresge Auditorium. Admission is
$ 1. 00 .

Evangels Labor Day
By Julie Webb
Get out your pre-washed jeans,
sweatshirts, and old jackets. Satur
day, January 26 is Evangels Labor
Day.
Every student is asked to
v o lu n te e r h is y o u th fu ln e ss,
strength, and endurance to raise
money for Evangles.
The Evangels have contacted
area Nazarene churches that have
yardwork, housework, and other
kinds of work that match your
specific talent. Workers will hire
out for a few dollars an hour. All

proceeds are to further the
Evangel^ ministry.
The Evangels are a committed
group of students who volunteer
their talents to communicate Christ
to the Kankakeeland community.
They regularly visit nursing
homes, jails, and the Kankakee
Boys' Honie as well as taking the
Gospel door to door and holding
Children's Church in area chur
ches.
Don't pass up this opportunity
to serve the Lord in a unique way.
Call Miriam Reader at 935-1621 to
volunteer your time January 26.

<COUPON1

“ THE BIG SANDWICH >»
BEST DEALS IN TOWN
ON THE BEST EATIN’ ALL AROUND

Hardeei
448 S. Main - Bourbonnais
1515 W . Court - Kankakee
575 S. Schuyler - Kankakee

Try our
Hot Ham and Cheese
2 for s2.59

NAME___

ADDRESS.
STATE.
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ZIP.
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with.

Your Nazarene Federal Credit Union la not an a f f i l i a t e of tb egeM ralO iu irch o f the
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□
□
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Credit Union Membership
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□

Loans
Certificates
IRA accounts

Good at all participating Hardee’s.
Please present this coupon before
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please .

H a rd e e ^
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any other offers.
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EDITOR’S CORNER

Activated awareness
On behalf of ASG and The Glimmerglass, I'd like to introduce
you to a campus-wide project we’re generating. It involves
students and faculty members working in joint effort to become
more active In public issues and corporation-held policies.
The key words for this campaign are "Activated Awareness." Mere awareness without sufficient action is futile. This is why
we are encouraging your participation in an all-campus letter
writing campaign. Through writing letters to various agencies
we not only involve ourselves but also make others aware of our
position and belief.
As a Christian community,. I believe we should be making
our voices heard across this nation. We need to exert a positive
influence on our country's decision-makers and encourage their
support of sound, moral stances.
In each upcoming issue of The Glimm erglass and in various
Tiger Talks, we will be presenting various topics and places to
which you may write to express your stand. A form-letter, list of
addresses and a number of items than you can take action on are
included in this issue. Remember in each letter to be to the point
and above all else express Christian love and concern.
In this issue, we are addressing the topic of abortion. January
22 marks the 12th anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade decision
which constitutionally allowed abortions. Write your con
gressmen and senators to express your views on abortion, and
stress the need for them to take congressional action.
I encourage you to make a whole-hearted effort to write
once a week or at least once a month to these various agencies.
Pray about each letter you write and allow God to work through
you in this endeavor.
Chris Peal
Editor
The Glimmerglass

The ever flowing stream
Important lessons can be learned from different objects. In
the Bible, we are told to be like the lilies of the field, a sparrow in
the sky, arid the grass in the wind. We as Christians should take
notice of the little stream.
If we were like the little stream we would be flowing in one
direction to join a river which flows to the ocean. As Christians,
we can be the little streajn and flow to meet up with God's will
for our lives. Then we keep going until we reach Heaven. .
We as Christians should flow like a stream flows. It never
lets anything stop it from reaching its goal. If something comes
up it will simply face it and go on even if that means going
around it. It doesn't let a branch, a rock, a dam, or anything get in
its way. So we as Christians should not let our attitudes, fears,
loneliness, or anything stand in our way to get to our goal which
is Heaven.
With the help of Jesus Christ, we can flow through life and
face our problems and go on with our lives. Reaching our goal
which is to a faithful servant of God's and be called home where
we. all belong.
No one ever said we would not get off the track for
sometimes a stream will go a different way but will always
return to its correct path. So should we if we go away from or set
back from God’s plans as long as we will be better off. God will
allow us to go out on our own but He is always waiting for us to
return to Him again.
If we all would try to flow with Christ and in God's will for
our lives we would not fail as much as we do now when we go
our own way.
Oh Lord, I want to be a stream which flows with a reflection
of you in it. Please show me the way to go and the path to take.
May my life be an extension of your love, peace, and kindness.
Oh Lord, please flow in me that I may flow in you.
By my strength and my light,
Kelly Clossin

ONC VOICES
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Letters to the editor...

National Anthem worthy of respect
“And now ladies and gentle this attitude about our country
men, please stand for our National leaves a shallow ache inside me.
Anthem."
Have we lost our respect for
. . . Oh say can you see - Oh America, or have we just forgotten
look, there's Mike and Tami - what th e b le s s in g s w e h a v e as
so proudly w e hail - I'll bet this will Americans?
be a blow out - w hose broad stripes
The tradition of singing the Na
an d bright stars - Are we supposed tional Anthem at sporting events
to sing? - o'er the ram parts we watch began as a moment of honor for
ed - Did you know Mary broke up our country and a chance for
with Dave - And the rockets' red citizens to reflect upon the prin
glare - Let's go to Hardee's after the ciples for which our nation stands.
game - G ave p ro of through the night - It is my opinion that young adults
Do you want to go to the mall today have lost respect for the
tomorrow? - Oh say does that Star things that our forefathers gave
Spangled Banner yet wave - Thank their lives for. We have forsaken
goodness it's almost over - and the our responsibility to uphold the
hom e o f the brave—
patriotism that has preserved our
To my amazement this was the country for over 200 years. It is a
rendition of our country's National shame we can feel confident that
Anthem heard by my ears at the we are “cool" yet we blaspheme the
last basketball game I attended. very nation that gave us such an
Perhaps I am overly patriotic, but opportunity.

The National Anthem is a song
as sacred as any in our hymnal.
The word “anthem" means a sacred
hymn of patriotism. It should be
sung and performed with respect
and reverence. Americans should
be proud to stand, face the flag, and
join our voices in tribute to those
who paid deeply that you and I
might enjoy the benefits of
freedom.
It is my prayer that each of us
will consider these thoughts, and
the next time the National Anthem
is played we will stand, and sing
reverently and undistracted this
salute to the United States of
America - the land of the free and
the home of the brave.
Sincerely;
F. Edwin Harvey

The little things can make a difference
After a quick battle in my
mind, I felt my feet walking toward
O ne
a fte r n o o n
d u rin g her and asked if she needed help.
Christmas vacation I ran up to the ¡She said yes, if I could grab her
drug store for a quick purchase; as hand and help her up (she had an
I parked the car I caught the eye of’ Iold Firebird that was practically on
an old lady in the car next to me.
the ground). After getting her up
Frankly, she looked like a real
Scrooge and I hoped I wouldn't run
into her again. As I got out of the
car and walked past her I noticed
A West Branch, Mich, pro
she was having sdme trouble get
lifer, Patricia Brewer, is leading an
ting out. In the matter of five
effort to blanket America with
seconds two different thoughts united prayer that abortion in this
went through my head: one, see if country can be ended.
you can help her; two, she won't
Hundreds of prayer partners
want help so just walk on.
from all across the United States,

By Michele Monroe

she kissed my hand, said "Bless
you," and wished me a happy holi
day.
I walked away with a smile,
¡realizing the little things we do
i matter more than I thought.

Uniting America in prayer
Canada and overseas commit
themselves to pray each Monday
for a stop to the slaughter of the in
nocents.
Write Blanket of Prayer, P.O.
Box 302, West Branch, MI 48661.

/ Do you agree or disagree with the practice of abortion?

C. ERIC MATHIS
Junior
Finger, Tennessee

CHERYL SHIRA
Freshman
Newark, Delaware

STEVEN CROW
Senior
Iowa City, Iowa

PAMELA TREMAIN
Freshman
Weidman, Michigan

Abortion cannot be answered by
yes or no since it will continue with
or without legal consent. The ques-.
tion is “Who will receive abortions
under proper medical care.” Ob
viously, it won't be the poor. Above
all else, abortion is a moral choice
that is left up to the individual no
m atter w hat th e legislatu re
decides.

I am opposed to abortion because I
don't believe a woman has the right
to destroy her unborn child
because it is 'just a piece of tissue."
Psalm 139:15-16 says that God con
siders us unique and precious from
the time we are in the womb. In
tentionally killing another human
being before or after birth is
murder.

It seems strange that our society
has put a greater emphasis on sav
ing animals from cruelty rather
than saving newborns from abor
tion. Why take human life while
trying to save wildlife? It is our
Christian duty to protest the killing
of newborns and see to it that laws
on the practic of abortion be chang
ed.

As a Christian, .1 don't believe
anybody can support abortion.
The Bible clearly states that God
knew us while still in the womb.
Pictures of aborted children show
that they are perfectly formed
human beings and doctors say they
are capable of feeling pain. What's
the difference between killing a
bom or an unborn person?

BILL JACOBS
Junior
Green Rock, Illinois
I believe that the decision of abor
tion should be left up to the in
dividual. It is between the in
dividual and God and we cannot
make the decision that these people
must answer to God for. We cannot
condemn the mother whose life is
endangered by pregnancy. On the
other hand, we cannot condone ir
responsible acts of promiscuity.
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VIEWPOINT
Murdering God’s creatures

Reality of abortion

By Vanya Crabbe

By Dan Keeton
Writing an editorial supporting abortion in a conservative
forum such as The Glimmerglass could be hazardous to my
health. As I write this my vivid imagination is running wild with
the possible consequences for openly supporting abortion. I can
see my usually empty mailbox crammed with notes and letters
that question my integrity and threaten me with bodily harm.
Saying that I support abortion doesn’t mean that I send a
monthly cash donation to our local abortion clinic. Nor does it
mean I approve of pre-marital sex and encourage young girls to
use it as a form of birth control
But, I believe there are several situations where an abortion
could be an appropriate course of action. There are the extremes
where a female has become pregnant as a result of rape or incest.
Or an abortion might be necessary in order the save the mother's
life. Or it may be discovered that a child may be bom with a
serious mental or physical defect that would reduce the baby's
"life" to a vegetable state.
There are also social reasons that justify an abortion. A baby
bom to an unwed woman can disastrously affect her life.
Despite an increase in the acceptance of unmarried mothers,
there is still a social stigma placed on them that doesn't allow
them to develop to their fullest potential. Furthermore, the
financial responsibility of supporting a baby and herself places
the mother in a situation where she cannot adequately provide
the necessary things that a baby needs.
Another acceptable justification for abortion might be for
economic reasons. A child might burden an already povertystricken family to the point where he would be resented and
unloved. Subjecting a child to this type of environment might be
more cruel than an abortion might be.
Wouldn't it be great if people just didn't put themselves in
situations where abortion would be an option? But, we live in an
immoral, un-Christian society where pre-marital sex, violent
rapes, and acts of incest occur every day. These unfortunate
realities will bring about unwanted pregnancies. I "believe that
the option of abortion is a better alternative than subjecting a
child to an unhealthy, unloving situation in life.
There is, however, a solution. If we can provide individuals
in all sorts of abortion situations with the financial, spiritual, and
social help they need perhaps we can prevent some unneccesary
abortions. If Christians are going to rally and preach against
abortion they need to put actions and money where their
tongues are. James said that if our faith is not followed up by ac
tions that it is dead. I believe the same principle applies here. If
rhetoric against abortion doesn't produce positive action to help
individuals who are in the situation, then it is dead.
Until the Christian family can provide real help for women
in desperate situations, abortion will continue to be a legitimate
option.

Abortion:
Pro-choice
or
Right to
Life?

Bible clubs banned

Opening prayers reinstated
ORLANDO, Fla. - At the unan
imous request of the Orange Coun
ty School Board, Chairman Bill
Barnes has reinstated the practice
of opening board meetings with
prayer.
Mr. Barnes said that while he
personally favors non-denominational prayers to God, the board
majority felt all faiths that so
desired could be represented in the
opening prayers.

The board chairman opened
a recent meeting with a prayer ad
dressed to “Father God'' that asked
Him to “grant us the capacity to be
sensitive to the views and diverse
beliefs of others."
A local group called the Chris
tian Service Center had provided
guest chaplains for the board
meetings until Mr. Barnes stopped
the practice. He said he will now
survey the religious community

and set up a schedule for prayers.
Mr. Barnes said he could not
recall that a rabbi had even given a
prayer at a board meeting.
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Business Manager ..................................Scott Fitzgerald
Campus News Editor.........................................Gary Clark
Community News Editor. . . ’.......... ................Beth Dumey
Sports Editor....................... . •. .......................Eric Hogue
Copy Editor.................................................... JoAnn Llchte
Head Photographer.......................— ............Bruce Beatty

U.S. District Judge Richard
Bible clubs held at two western
'
Enslen
acted on a suit filed by state
Michigan elementary schools for
the last 30 years are unconstitu Atty. Gen. Frank Kelley against the
tional, ruled a federal judge in Tri-County School District, north
Kalamazoo, as he issued an injunc of Grand Rapids.
tion against the "practice.

It’s a fa c t. ..
The U.S. Virgin Islands con
sumes more than five times as
much energy as the U.S.

Hear

The Glimmerglass office Is located on the lower level of Ludwig
Center. This newspaper Is a publication of the Associated Students
of Olivet Nazarene College.

In the next year, 378,000 girls under 19 will have abortions. In
other words, in the next 30 minutes 22 girls will end an un
wanted pregnancy in abortion. Abortion is a widely accepted
practice in our present society. Five million abortions occur each
year world-wide, and 1.5 million of these take place in the
United States alone. That is one for every two live births. Abor
tions exceed the number of deaths during the Holocaust three
times.
The 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision ruled that banning abor
tions was an invasion of the woman's constitutionally guaranteed
right to privacy. But who will protect the right of the innocent
unborn child who is cruelly destroyed without consent? Abor
tion is not a form of birth control for which so many abusers use
it, because it destroys new life once it has already begun. Abor
tion is murder, it is not a simple procedure of removing a blob of
tissue from the mother's body, but the destruction of a human
being who cannot protect himself.
Are you aware that the baby's heart begins to beat from 14 to
28 days after conception, and by the 30th day almost every organ
has started to form? He moves his arms and legs by the sixth
week, and by 43 days his brain waves can be read. By the eighth
week, the baby can feel pain. Each stage of development fer
tilization to old age is merely a maturing of what is there in its
entirety at the start.
The murder of so many of God's precious creations must
break His heart for He clearly states in Exodus 20:13 that murder
is wrong. God does not wait until the baby moves or ‘becomes
ready for life outside his mother before he knows it, loves it, and
recognizes it as a tiny human b e in g .. .so why should we? In
Jeremiah 1:4-5, God said He knew Jeremiah, consecrated him,
and appointed him to be a prophet to the nations while he was in
' his mother's womb.
There are many avenues of action which Christians can take
to prevent this abuse. Christians can write to their senator,
representative, radio station, newspaper and TV station. We can
give our time, money and prayers to support crisis pregnancy
centers which offer housing, counseling, clothing, work, and an
alternative to having an abortion.
Christians must be knowledgeable about the harmful effects
of abortion and educate others. Abortion is not a safe, simple
procedure. The woman faces an increased possibility of future
miscarriage, hemmorhage, tubal pregnancies, premature births,
sterility, and severe emotional disturbances from the built of kill
ing her child.
Christians must take action against this form of legalized
murder in our society. We have a wonderful opportunity to offer
an alternative to those confused and frightened people conTemplating abortion. We can share with them the love of Christ,
who gives life, and values the life within them.
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THE OPEN LINE

with
Klarence
Bjerk
m*.. .
D ear K.B.:
I've noted an interesting phenom enon about Olivet
students and w anted to ask you about it. W hy is it that
during m eal hours 2 0 0 people will stand in the left line
w hen there is no one waiting in the line to the right?
Luke W arm
Dear Luke Warm:
I went over and asked this question to a few of those stan
ding in the line to the left. They told me that Judy Coomer
herself prepares the food that is served in that line. I guess the
line to the right serves food that is prepared by somebody else.
A nyw ay-I decided to check it out for myself to see if the food
was any better. Frankly, I couldn't tell the difference (sorry
Judy), but I sure was a lot hungrier after waiting the extra
25 minutes in that line.

Imperials coming to Olivet Feb. 28
T n t ir s H flV
p k m an r 9
Thursday, FFebruary
28, Olivet
will host the gospel, award winning
Imperials. 8 p.m. will mark the
beginning of the group's second
concert on ONCs campus in two
years. Both Social Committee and
MRA, co-sponsors of the concert,
Q

Dear K.B.:
There's a young m an I've been going out w ith for the
past couple of weeks. I w ant to do som ething really special
for him on Valentine's Day to show him that I'm a high
class person. W hat do you suggest?
Struggling
Dear Struggling:
\
-Just by writing me shows that you have some class and
knowledge of the finer things in life. I'd say send the guy a Valen-'
tine's Personal from The Glimm erglass and take him to the
K-Mart Grill for supper.
Dear K.B.:
My question concerns 4th floor of C hapm an w here I'm
presently residing. I got back from C hristm as break only to
discover th at toilet paper would no longer be provided. A
note appeared on the wall stating that we abused the
privilege of toilet paper. W here I com e from this item is a
necessity. How can we get t.p. back in our dorm ?
Waiting on Fourth
Dear Waiting:
The trials and tribulations of freshmen never cease to amaze
me. I won't even guess as to the reasons behind the denial of this
"privilege", but I will say th is-stay away from the ice-water.

P u t t in g fo r t h y o u r b e s t
By Michele Monroe
"Why did God give me such an
intense desire for music and yet
allow a young, vulgar, and im
mature boy to have all the talent?'
Such were the thoughts of a fellow
composer and musician of Mozart.
Maybe it's a common question of
'D o I always have to be second
best?"
Of course comparing oneself
with a genius like Mozart or
Shakespeare is really unfair;, but
there are still others who always
seem to shine in the spotlight more
than others. Is there something
wrong with being mediocre? It
seems we all look pretty mediocre
next to Marylou Rettan, Geraldine
Ferraro, and Michael Jackson.
Could it be that there are only a
chosen few who have been
selected to stand in the spotlight?
There are so many who are
very good at what they do and yet
there's always that one who is bet
ter. Is it right that all the fantastic
athletes in the Olympics are forgot
ten because someone else won the
gold? Could it be that God selects
only some to be the recognized
winner, .while others will con
tinually work and struggle for,
something that will not be theirs?
I remember when in high
school I played first chair clarinet
in the band after many years of
private lessons. Then my senior
year when awards were given out,
an o th er girl w as given the
"O utstanding Band M em ber"
award. I knew she didn't take
private lessons or practice like I
did. She was only in band one
semester, and I knew the award

didn't mean as much to her as it
would have to me. I had finally
found something to excel in, and
yet my achievement was not given
an award.
.^
I've long since learned that
most of us won't get recognized for
the accomplishments we make in
our lives with a gold medal or an
award, but there's only one person
who needs to recognize it and that's
you. Maybe we can't all be the best,
but we can all do our best. Putting
out our best effort in whatever goal
we have makes us no different than
a Mozart in God’s eyes.

k o ir o

l
9BI Li i r
l
haver aset
ticketHsales
at $5, $6 and
$7, beginning the week of February
11.
The Imperials, formed in 1964,
have had a history of success. Dur
ing the last 20 years they have been
recipients of four Grammies, 13

»—
.

.

D oves and n u m erou s oth er
awards. In keeping with their con
temporary style of outreach and
ministry, they have chosen "Let the.
Wind Blow" as their 1984-85 con
cert tour theme.

Campus readies for Mr. ONC
By Jay Martinson

Olivet, the college known for
many fine qualities: The steadfast
values, the academic excellence,
the sports, and the men.
Across.the united States from
Nashville to Olathe, from Pasadena
to Boston, and from Nampa to
Mount Vernon, one thing is cer
tain: The highest quality men are
located at Kankakee's Olivet Nazarene College.
From this college, twelve such
men have been nominated to com
pete for the prized title of Mr. ONC
on January 26 in Kresge Auditori
um a r7 :3 0 p.m.
The nom inees are: Steve
Lester, Dave Jennings, Jim Pence,
Chris Koemer, John Bosca, Ron Bodien, Kevin Lunn, Brad Wheeler,
Scott Chamberlain, Phil Cable,
Steve Davis and Bryce Fox.'
J In the competition, each will
compete in three events. They will
compete in the formal attire event,
have the opportunity to display
talent in the talent event, and
display wisdom answering one of
the questions drawn at random.
Mr. ONC will be chosen by the
panel of judges consisting of both
male and female students along
with some faculty.
The cost of this once in a life
time event will be only $1.00, so
nobody should have to miss out on
seeing the fierce competition. Don’t

YOUR BSN COULD BE
JUST THE BEGINNING OF
YOUR EDUCATION.
Look into it, and you’ll discover that one of the most
im portant parts of Army Nursing is its dedication
to continuing education. Army Nurses are encour
aged to attend professional conferences, pursue
advanced degrees and study a variety of nursing
specialties.
If you’re a student working on your BSN or if you
already have a BSN and are registered to practice
in the United States or Puerto Rico, check into Army
Nursing opportunities. It could be an education.

SGT John P. Moore
Call Collect (815) 727-9120

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

wait for the next Glimm erglass to
find out who won. Be there in per
son to witness this spectacle first
hand.
For the first time in history,
there will be a calendar printed

featuring each of the Mr. ONC
nominees, one for each month.
Calendars will be sold for $3.00 by
the WRA, sponsor of the Mr. ONC
contest.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. In Search of the Far Side, by Gary Larson. (Andrews. McMeel
& Parker, $4.95.) More cartoons from the “Far Side".
2. Pet Sematary, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $4.50.)
King's latest horror tale in paperback.

'

3. The Robots of Dawn, by Isaac Asimov. (Ballantine/Del Rey,
$3.95.) Science fiction whodunit.
4. Poland, by James A. Michener. (Fawcett, $4.50.) A panoramic
view of 700 years of Poland's troubled history.
5. The Far Side Gallery, by Gary Larson. (Andrews, McMeel &
Parker, $8.95.) And still more cartoons from the “ Far Side".
6. Fatal Vision, by Joe McGinniss. (NAL/Signet. $4.50.) Non
fiction account upon which the recent TV special was based.
7. Motherhood, the Second Oldest Profession, by Erma
Bombeck. (Dell. $3.95.) Bombeck on her favorite subject,
8. Toons for Our Time, by 8erke Breathed. (Little. Brown, $6.95.)
Cartoons from the comic strip "Bloom County".
9. In Search of Excellence, by T. J. Peters & R. H. Waterman Jr.
(Warner. $8.95.) A look at the secrets of successful business.
10. Garfield Looses His Feet, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $5.95.)
The latest Garfield capers.

New Q Recommended
Enchanters' End Game, by David Eddings. (Ballantine/Del Rey,
$3.50.) Brilliant conclusion to theepic of The Belgariad. A novel of
fate, strange lands, and a prophecy that must be-fulfilled.
Growing Up, by Russell Baker, (NAL/Signet, $3.95.) A sad,
funny, tragic and most comical picture of coming of age in the
USA in the depression years and World War II.
Life & Times of Michael K, by J. M. Coetzee. (Penguin. $5.95.)
A beautiful portrait of the 20th century’s most endangered
species, free man. The passionate story of man'a inhumanity and
man’s courage.
ASSOCIATION or AMERICAN PUBLISHERS/NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP COLLEGE STORES

TOUR GREAT BRITAIN
and
EARN COLLEGE
CREDIT
*
You’ll see . . .
☆ London
☆ Buckingham Palace
☆ Wimbledon
☆ Cambridge
☆ Shakespeare's home
☆ Edingburgh

In Introduction and Interest Meeting
scheduled for Monday, January 28
at 7:30 p.m. in Conference Room B of
Ludwig Center is open to everyone. Come
be a part of the action!
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/ would give anything i f . . .

_

(Photo by D. Rees)

Those freshmen..

Freshmen Mark Kingsbury and Diana Ross whoop in up at Olivet s first Nerd Party.________

“Outstanding Young Man",

Rod Reed honored with award

(Editor's Note: The Glimmerglass
apologizes for the exclusion of Mr.
Reed from the listing of Outstan
ding Young Men of America when
it released the story in the
December 6, 1984 issue. We con
gratulate him on this achievement.)

As we begin a new semester, some students have high hopes
and expectations. Others seem to know what to expect, and hope
for no more. A third group, however, is of particular interest to
me. They can be characterized by one phrase: "I would give
anything if. ..'' Do any of these sound familiar?
“I would give anything if:
I could double (or even triple) last semester's G.P.A." .
I could sing like Amy Grant.”
I, as an R.A., could see everybody on my floor come to
know the Lord.”
I could get in shape (or at least fit into the jeans I wore
last fall)."
,
the team I played on impressed other schools in other than
I could get in shape (or at least fit into the jeans I wore
WOULD YOU REALLY GIVE ANYTHING?
Would y o u .. .
.take the initiative to change your previous study habits
and "crack down”?
. . . learn the discipline of concentrated voice lessons and
sessions for hours on end?
. . . be willing to set aside time for concentrated prayer for
those on your floor?
challenge yourself to a healthy diet and weight program.
. . . be open to boldly share with others what God has done
with your life?
It is my firm conviction that most of our hopes and expecta
tions don't falter due to lack of vision, but to a lack of vitality. We
live in an environment where "instant successes? are expected.
To nobly strive toward a goal through concentrated and com
mitted effort is too costly!
As president of the Associated Students, I too have found
myself guilty of the “I would give anything i f statement. I would
give anything if an entire student body believed that Jesus Christ
could make a difference in their lives and world. I am committed
to this end. Are you committed to any end?
Chad Addie
President
Associated Student Government

By Michele Monroe
Rod Reed, a 1984 graduate of
O liv e t, h a s re c e n tly ^ b e e n
nominated as one of the Outstan-?
ding Young Men of America.
Rod graduated with a B.A. in
religion and is presently working
on his Master's degree in religion at
ONC. When asked about his future
plans, he replied, “My tentative
plans include moving to Kansas Ci
ty this summer to attend Nazarene
Theological Seminary and prepar
ing for the pastoral ministery, or
possibly teaching later on."
Activities Rod participated in
at Olivet include band for four
'years and an officer for three
4chaplain, historian, transportation
manager), resident assistant, assis
tant to professors in Religion and
Philosophy, and officer and presi
dent of Ministerial Fellowship.
Marriage has also been a new
part of Rod's life since August 12,
1984 when he married Sarah
VanMeter, a 1984 graduate of
Olivet who is currently teaching
General Music at St. Anne's Grade
School in Kankakee;

Artist/Lecture series brings Heiies
By Vicki Burton
Celebrating the 300th anniver
sary of the births of Bach and Scar
latti, harpsichordist William Heiies
will present a recital on Monday,
February 11 at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Heiies
is the chairman of the Keyboard
Division, Department of Music,
University of Illinois.
Heiies has performed exten
sively on college campuses. In
1983, he completed à series of taperecorded lecture performances of
harpsichord music from Bach. This
effort was supported by the School
of Music and the Research Board at
the U of I.

Bach concertos and overtures
as well as Scarlatti sonatas com
prise the program which will be

sponsored by the Artist-Lecture
Series, in Kresge Auditorium.

tcoüpon“

Subs
COUPON SPECIAL

• resum es • business card s •

From 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.

• wedding invitations
• graduation announcements

G & G S tu d io s
345 W . B r o a d w a y
Bradley

With this Coupon buy One
Foot Long Double Meat Ham &
American Cheese ■Get One FREE
646 S. Main, Bourbonnais • 933-2874

933*8181
a COUPON,
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ACROSS
1. Fair
5. Ballet step
8. Fean
12. Been
13. Era
14. Tardy
15. Horse
17. Small hawk
18. Over (Poetic)
19. Said
21. Probe
24. Rotatable disc
25. Anger ,
26. Openly
30_______ __ Baba
31. Husk
32. Fish eggs
33. Vent for release of gas
3 5 . ________ Turner
36. Attlla was their king
37. Out of the park
38. Chasm
41. Heat source
42. Eire
43. Wire
48. Flm
49. Frost
50. Tides
51. Former Russian
Emperor
52. Food chewed a second
time
53. Edges

DOWN
1. Fuel
2. Altitude (ahbr.)
3. Meadow
4. On an Incline
5. Two
6. Past
7. Sane
8. Caustic substance

9. Stay
10. Female (suf.)
11. Sow
16. Shelter
20. Lofty
21. Snatch
22. Small stream
23. Stew
24. Disputes
26. Speech sound
27. Crowd
28. Sole
29. L eap ________
31. Avoid
34. Waller
35. Extended time
37. Color
38. Lease
39. God of War
40. Long Live (It.)
41. Winter vehicle
44. Old coin
45. Runs hitters knock in
(ahbr.)
46. Type of weapon
(ahbr.)
47. Manuscript (ahbr., pi.

| | w É ÍS g ¡F
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Mr. Chadwick James Addie

Miss Cynthia Louise Anderson

Mr. Mark Brent Arni

W ho’s Who amo
in Am erican u
and colU
The 1985 edition of WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES includes the names of 21
students from Olivet Nazarene College who have been selected as na-'
tional outstanding campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees and editors of the annual directory
have included the names of these students based on their academic
achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular......... .
activities and potential for continued success.
Miss Mary Jean Barwegen

Mr. Gary Michael Clark

C hadw ick Ja m e s Addie, from Milton, Wisconsin, has majors in both
Psychology and Religion. Chad has been politically active at OUvet, car
rying the positions of Sophomore and Junior class representatives, and
the prestigious title of ASG President this year. His immediate plans in
clude doing graduate work in Theology, and then going into an area of
full-time ministry, either in counseling or as a pastor.
C y n th ia Louise A nd erson is from Mt. Vernon, Ohio. She is majoring
in Business Administration and Management. Cindy has also been ac
tive in college, holding the title of Women's Residence Association Presi
dent during her junior year, and being on the ASG Council. She is also
involved in the ROTC program, and is a member of the U.S. Army Re
serve. Her plans are to become a commissioned officer in the United
States Army in the branch of Air Defense.
M ark B re n t A m i, from Havana, Illinois,: is a Religion major with a
minor in Music Performance. Mark has been actively involved in Viking *
Male Chorus as a singer and chaplain, and the treasurer of Ministerial
Fellowship. This year Mark is the director of Sunrise Ministry. His
future plans are obtaining both his Master’s degree in Religion from
ONC, and his Master of Divinity from Nazarene Theological Seminary.

Miss Jennifer Jo Furbee

Miss Diane Lynn Gilchrist '

Ja n ic e L yn ette B a rr is a Dietetics major from Decatur, Illinois. Jan has
been a varsity cheerleader for four years, and has held the offices of
secretary and treasurer of Kappa Omicron Phi, and co-president of
the Varsity Club. Her future plans include entering an internship pre' paring her for an entry-level position as a registered dietician. She also
plans to obtain a Master's degree in Nutrition Exercise Physiology.
M ark Jo h n B arw eg en is an English and Art njajor from Bourbonnais,
Illinois. For two years he has been the president of the Art Club, and this
year is also the treasurer of Sigma Tau Delta. He has also been active on
The Glimmerglass staff as the sports editor. In the future, Mark
like to write a book, and someday own his own art studio.
M ary J e a n B arw egen, also from Bourbonnais, Illinois, is a Zoology ma
jor. Mary has been involved in many organizations including the Drama
Club, holding the office of vice president. She is a member of the ONC
Concert Orchestra, the Kankakee Symphony Orchestra, and the
Kankakee Valley Theatre. Her plans lead toward graduate school in the
field of genetics, and working for a Ph,D, eventually becoming a genetic
counselor.

Miss Janice Carol Janes

Miss Elizabeth Ann Powers

Mr. Kevin Vernon Lunn

Miss Miriam Louisa Reader

G ary M ich ael C lark, from Kankakee, Illinois, is an English Education
as well as a Journalism major. He is assistant editor of The Glimmerglass,
and has worked as a departmental assistant in both the Departments of
English and Communications. Gary is also a member of Sigma Tau
Delta. His future goals include attending graduate school and receiving
his M.A. in English, and some day editing a newspaper.
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E lizab eth J . D iP ietro is a Business Marketing/Fashion Merchandising
major from Mt. Prospect, Illinois. She currently holds the position of
A urora editor, and earlier this year was a member of the Homecoming
Court. She is also an officer in Orpheus Choir. Her plans include finding
a job in the fashion industry.
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J i l l A n n ette F erree, from Pontiac, Michigan, is a Secondary Education
major. She currently holds offices as president of both the ONC Concert
Band and Sigma Tau Delta. Jill is also a member of The Glimmerglass
staff, and Sunrise Ministry. After graduating, Jill plans to teach high
- school for two years, then attend graduate school, obtaining her Master's
degree either in Teaching Reading or Adolescent Psychology.
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Je n n ife r J o F u rb e e is a Home Economics Education major from Bour
bonnais, Illinois. She is presently the president of the Home Economics
Club, a member of Kappa Omicron Phi, and-a student aid for clothing
class. Jenny's immediate plans include getting married on May 4, 1985.
She would like to teach for a few years, then return to graduate school
for her Master's degree.
_
/

I Mark Brent Arni

Miss Janice Lynette Barr
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D iane Lynn G ilchrist is a Nursing major from Jackson, Michigan. For
two years Diane has been a resident assistant, and is also presently a
senior nursing representative, and a member of the Nursing Honor
Society. She was also a member of the 1984 Homecoming Court. Diane's
tory
future plans are obtaining a position in the nursing staff of a hospital in
m ic
- the Lansing, Michigan area, hopefully in the field of pediatrics. She
.. ............." Wbuld eventually like to work in a clinic for the under-privileged, and
possibly venture to India.
10th
Rodney Eugene Green is a Religion major from Anderson, Indiana.
carRod is a member of Orpheus Choir and for two years has been a resident
and
assistant in Hills Hall. In the future, Rod plans to attend Nazarene
; inTheological Seminary and pursue a career in youth ministry or teaching.
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R obert J . Griffith, from Madison, Alabama, is a Social Welfare and
Psychology major. Robert has been active in football, Ministerial
Fellowship, ROTG, and the Public Awareness Club. He has been reci
pient of the Lincoln Heritage Award and the Olivet Scholar Award for
four years. Bob's plans include entering the graduate school of social
work of the University of Alabama next year. He then plans to enter the
U.S. Army as a second lieutenant via the Army ROTC.
4
Ja n ice C arol Ja n e s is a Business Education major from Trilla, Ilinois.
She is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, Orpheus Choir and WRA. Janice has
en her class secretary both her Junior and Senior years. Her future
looks toward plans in teaching business subjects at the high school level.
She is also considering the possibility of graduate work.
Kevin V ernon Lunn is a Business Administration major from Farm
ington Hills, Michigan. He has been active as a Sophomore class and
Senior class representative, business manager of The Glimmerglass, and
chairman of the Student Tribunal. Kevin is considering the possibility of
pursuing his Master's degree in business administration, or acquiring a
position in the business field.
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Steven Ja y Peachey, from Galesburg, Illinois, is a Biology Teaching
major. He is the captain of the varsity football team, treasurer of the Var
sity Club, and a member of the Men's Residence Association. Steve has
plans for marriage in June', 1985. From there he plans to teach Biology
and coach football. Eventually, Steve would like to pursue his Master's
degree in Education Administration.
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H eather Je a n Pickering, from Bourbonnais, Illinois, is a Nursing ma
jor. She is a member of Kappa Omicron Phi, and a lab assistant for
Biology and Chemistry departments. Heather participated in research in
biology which was presented last spring at ACCA and was awarded first
place. Heather's future may possibly lead in the direction of the mission
field in Zaire, but prior to that, she plans to take more classes in the area
of science to further prepare herself.
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E lizabeth Ann Pow ers is a Secondary History Education major from
Bethany, Oklahoma. S: e was a Sophomore and Senior Class represen
tative, and has been a member of Kappa Delta Pi for two years. Liz is
currently president of the Student Education Association. Her future
plans include teaching history at the Secondary level, while continuing
her education is Psychology.
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M ariam Louisa R eader is a Zoology major from Chrisman, Illinois.
She was awarded the title of Homecoming Queen during the fall of 1984,
complementing her many other activities. Miriam has been a member of
Evangels for three years, and is currently director of this organization.
Miriam's plans lead in the direction of graduate school, where she hopes
to obtain her Master's degree in Physical Therapy.
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Ja n a Lynn Sherrow , from Flushing, Michigan, is a Speech Com
munications and Psychology major. She is currently a departmental
isistant in the area of Communications, as well as a resident assistant.
Jana is also active on 3 Tie Glimm erglass staff. After graduation, plans in
clude marriage on May 18. Jana would like to enter the field of public
relations, possibly engaging in public speaking and writing.
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Teresa Kay W oodruff, from Bourbonnais, Illinois, is a Zoology/
Chemistry major. She is a member of the ONC Symphony Orchestra,
and also the.Kankakee Symphony Orchestra. Teresa is a member of the
Life Science Club and the Physics Club. She hopes to be accepted into
medical school and pursue a career in medical research, particularly in
the field of biochemistry.

F
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Luther College Nordic Choir presentation
By Gary Clark
After singing at such places as
New Y ork's Lincoln Center,
Washington's Kennedy Center, and
Los Angeles' Crystal Cathedral this
year, the Nordic Choir of Luther
will present a four part program in

our own Chalfant Hall, February 7
at 7:30 p.m.
Conducted by Weston Noble,
director of Music Activities at
Luther College, the choir will start
off with the "Canite Tuba in Tuba”
by Hassler. In addition, during the

first part of the presentation, the
choir will also sing "Adoremus Te”
by Gasparini, "Kyrie” by Nystedt,
and "Komm, Jesu, Komm” by Bach.
During the rest of the program,
the choir will present such pieces
as "Now Shout!,” “Psalm 121,"

“Gloria,” “O Lord God,” "The Little
Ones Dear Lord," and “Faire is the
Heaven."
Besides entertaining live au
diences, the Nordic Choir has also
appeared in the film, "The Joy of
Bach,” and was chosen as one of the

three choirs to represent America
at the Second International Choral
Festival.
Olivet students, faculty and
staff are admitted with their I.D.
card. Admission for others is $2.00.

An Olivet challenge in a high technology world
By Michael D. Wiese
On November 29 and 3 0 ,1 was
honored to rep resent O livet
Nazarene College at the “Human
Side of High Technology” con
ference in Chicago, 111. I found
myself among leaders from the
academic, business, labor and
government sectors of our society.
All of these people were brought
together by a common interest.
The question was, “In a day of
rapid technological changeTwill our
creations lead us to greater human
service, or are our own inventions
becoming the tools to enslave us?”
For two days I sat back saturating
the debate. Allow me now to share
an "Olivet Challenge in our High
Tech World."
As I listened,to the presenta
tions it became clear that the con
ference's primary concern was not
really technology. The concern
became, “How will we use tech
nology?”
The issue moved
fro m an " e th ic a lly n e u tra l
technology”-to .a "value centered"
approach to the use of technology.
The central theme became, "how
can all the disciplines work
together in the pursuit to impose
human judgement on the creation
and use of high technology?'
Since technology has both the
ability to free and the potential to
imprison, all disciplines must be
actively involved in assuring that
technology is used as a tool to a ju s t'
end; not as an end in itself. Unfor
tunately, most of the conference
dealt in a gloom and doom mentali
ty about our future. Many see
machines being used by an elite
group as a tool to control the
masses. Others see our "blind" pur
suit to invent colliding with our
human need to be fulfilled. Very
little was said about the record of
success that technology has en
joyed , or the potential that

technology offers a unique set of
solution to the potential abuses of
o p p o r tu n itie s , th r e a ts and technology, their concept of a value
challenges. Th e bottom line system rested upon man. Man's
becam e, "H ow w ill be use nature is the very disease that a
Cure is being sought for. By looking
technology?”
Macro answers to this question to a man for the solution society
are scarce, but I see a lot of poten runs the risk of catching more of
tial oh the individual level. As I the disease. So is it really to expect
was returning to Olivet I pondered the answer to be an inherent value
our opportunity for impact on in system which becomes a guide to
dividual lives. I couldn't help being decision making?
I believe a value system is part
encouraged about our opportunity
to make a contribution as we learn of the answer to the question,
to use technology for man's good, “How will we use technology"?
Allow me to introduce a value
and God's glory.
The “experts" proclaimed the system whose results are identical
need to develop two fundamental to the demand, but which is not
ingredients for a productive solu rooted in the problem. The value
tio n to th e c h a lle n g e s o f system which the experts support
technology. Here are those two is foundational, lasting, secure,
necessary ingredients:
consistent. From its principles flow
1. Society needs an inherent a behavior which is just, loving, value system which becomes our responsible, accountable, and car-'
guide in decision making. This ing. The reason why these doctors
value system must stem from a self cannot find the cure is because
control and must result in a social they are looking at the prob
concern. Our current emphasis is lem as the source of the answer.
directed by a ’ self-centeredness But people pursuing their own
which results in an individual con ends are seldom foundational,
lasting, secure, or consistent. Their
cern.
2. All forms of organizations , behavior all too often is not just,
(individually and collectively) must loving, responsible, accountable,
find ways to work in cooperation to and caring. The only person who
achieve individual goals within a can be used as a premise for a value
system is Jesus Christ.
context of a common purpose.
The conference's message for
A value system built from the
the use of technology centered in reality of Jesus Christ gives a
the values of people. Values are a human being a basic purpose in
pretty vague concept. What do
they mean by an inherent value
system? I'm not sure if we lack
values now. Our society values
money, prestige, powerSposses
sions, and above all we value
ourselves. But these are the very
values which are feared most in the
proclamation of the long term
dangers of technology. It's not that
we lack values. The problem is that
our values are all wrong. While a
value system was offered as the

Buy any size little Caesars
Original round pizza at regular
price, get the identical pizza
FREE with tyour Olivet I.D.!
Now open daily at 11 a.m. ‘
with
pizza, sandwiches, salads and more

L ittle Caesars
Kroger Shopping Center
Bourbonnais

939-0002

life. This purpose becomes a daily
source for a constructive lifestyle,
and it is a foundation for decision
making. The very nature of God, as
demonstrated through Jesus Christ,
is love, joy, peace, patience, kind
ness, goodness, faith fu ln ess,
gentleness, and self control.
Anything properly used to achieve
divine purpose is a promise for
deliverance. But man's sinful
nature produces hatred, discord,
jealously, envy, selfish ambition,
and moral decadence. Anything us
ed for man's purpose is a promise
for eternal destruction. The value
system which my friends in
Chicago are eager to support is
found in an eternal source that they
refuse to endorse.
As I drove home thinking
about what I had learned, I
wondered if those are the people
(university professors, researchers,
chief executives, etc.) and if their
institutions (universities, unions,
big business) are the sources for
answers. If society needed to
develop people who are equipped
to exercise the tools of a value
system and cooperation, are our
current power brokers capable of
meeting the need? After hearing
their dialog, I wasn't convinced of
their ability. My mind pondered
the role of Olivet. I wondered if it is
possible that our institution might
be better equipped to instill a life

changing value system which leads
an individuatto cooperative action.
Maybe our role is to provide the
leadership to prepare people to deal
with tough problejns with a spirit
of cooperation and common pur
pose. I eagerly anticipated return
ing to Olivet with the hope of see
ing this potential in our talk and in
our walk.
I have come back from the
"Human Side of High Tech" con
ference with a sense of mission. A
mission to discover the possiblities
in my life, and to help develop it in
my students' lives. Our Wesleyan/
Holiness tradition should breed an
environment of social concern and
evangelism. It should encourage in
dividual perfection in love, and a
pursuit for a higher calling. It
should manifest itself in concern
for others and commitment to ac
tion.

best
in 1985
to all!!

Men, if you're
w ithin one month of
your 18th birthday,
it's time to register
w ith Selective Service.
It's simple. Just go down to your local
post office, fill out a card and hand it
to a postal clerk.

No. this is not a draft. No one has
been drafted in over 10 years. You’re
ju s t adding your name to a list in case
there's a national emergency. So
register now.

Register.
It’s Quick. It’s Easy.
And it’s the Law.
Presented as a Public Service A nnouncem ent,

now—20 to 50%
savings, so stop in
today!

Only 8 minutes from Olivet

174 South Schuyler In
Downtown Kankakee
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The Ultimate You

with Sheila Rae

body -is still burning those calories slower, which
m
e a n s.. .fat. Thafs just for those on the diet roller
Okay, the new year is here. If it's an average year,
coaster,
though—and off-and-on crash dieters.
73.2 percent of the student body will have resolved to go
This isn't saying you shouldn't cut calories. To lose
on a diet, lose weight, or get in shape. We know how
weight, you must. But consistency is the key here. Begin
those resolutions g o -b y February we're already asking
a healthy eating lifestyle you can stick with for life, or as
“dull. . . what's a resolution?' Why shape up in the first
Dr. Kenneth Cooper calls it, A Positive Eating Plan. Cut
place? I could give 642 reasons but unfortunately, the
out the excess, and often empty, calories. Don't skip
editor objected to letting me have a 3 page article.
meals. For maximum energy, eat nutritiously. Make it a
Reason No. 1: As a Christian, your body is the tem
habit to reach for the apple instead of the apple pie. More
ple of the Holy Spirit (I Corinthians 6:19). Shouldn't He
on that in the future.
dwell in the best you can give Him? He gave you this
Secondly, D o Exercise. The best kind of exercise you
bod, and it’s up to you to take care of it. Its amazing how
can treat yourself to is aerobic exercise (running, swim
many Christians let themselves get out of shape, and
ming). The list of benefits of regular aerobic exercise is
even become obese. It disturbs me when I hear an obese
quite impressive, including: healthier heart and lungs,
Christian criticizing someone who's smoking. Gluttony is
better endurance, safer and faster weight loss, decrease
as much a weakness as any other vice. Here are some
in depression and ability to handle stress better, increase
guidelines for getting yourself back on the trail to becom
in energy, improved concentration and quality of sleep,
ing the Ultimate You.
and much more. (Women: come to aerobics in Wisner
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.)
First of all, I'll say: D on't diet. So many people are
Let's use me as an example: anyone who knows me
on diet rollercoasters. To see if you are one of them,
knows I was never a morning person. In fact, "morning"
think back on 1984 and recall how many ‘diets' you've
wasn't in my vocabulary-days started at noon. To see
started. I was on that diet rollercoaster, maybe I've seen
me at breakfast would be like seeing Prince at church. I'd
you there. While a 'diet may help one lose weight tem
need 8 hours of sleep a night, and a nap in the afternoon.
porarily, it doesn't help in keeping the weight off. In fact,
Since I've embarked upon this new healthy lifestyle,
itfias the opposite effect. Strange but true. You may gain
weight even faster after coming off a restrictive diet . Fve been getting 5-6 hours sleep, I have more energy, and
I'm at breakfast every morning fueling up for the day. I
because after about three weeks of reduced caloric in
have more time on my hands since I need less sleep; I
take, your body compensates for the reduction by slow
ing down its metabolism (rate at which it burns calories).
consistently have a PMA (positive mental attitude); my
GPA is skyrocketing; I'm in control of my food (last
It takes several months for the metabolism to get back up
semester I was a glutton, eating 2 full meals and 2-3
to its previous level, so when you begin to eat more, your

By Sheila Rae Sommavilla

desserts, per mealtime); I feel good about myself; and of
course I have more self-discipline. All these benefits spell
SUCCESS. Three days of aerobic exercise lasting 20-30
minutes is the minimum needed to get many of these
benefits.
I'm a new person. You can be a new person, too, and
you need to be a new person. Your friends don’t like you.
First and foremost: set your goal. What do you want
to accomplish? Lose 80 pounds of lard? Tone up? Win the
Ms. Olympia or Mr. Universe? Concentrate chiefly on
setting the short-term goals. Second: get motivated. Do
you really want to get in shape and feel great? If the
desire isn’t there, the results never will be either. Buy
magazines if that helps you. My personal motivating
magazines are Shape, New Body, Muscle & Beauty, and
Strength Training. But beware-m agazine buying can
become an obsession.
Third, put yourself on a safe but effective eating and
exercise program that you can live with for life. It's best
to get sojne advice on this part. I'm available for free con
sultations anytime, just call or write. Fourth, stick to the
program! Discipline. You can have the best fitness plan
in Illinois, but if you don't follow it, it's not doing a whole
lot of good, except for maybe providing a little guilt as
you shovel thè potato chips down your throat in front of
J.R. There is no excuse for not exercising and eating
right.
To sum it up: 1) Set a specific goal. 2) Get motivated.
3) Devise a program. 4) Stick to the program, and 5) Reap
the rewards! I'll have much more to say in upcoming
issues of The Glimmerglass, so until then, GO FOR IT!

Professor Kendall to receive Ph.D. degree
By Sue Wheeler
Professor Nancy Kendall will
receive a Doctor's degree in In
structional Research and Develop
ment from Purdue University this
coming June.
After completing all course
work last year while on leave from
ONC, she has passed both oral and
prelim inatry exam inations to
become a doctoral candidate. Ken
dall is presently working on a
dissertation which is to-be com-

pleted in June. It deals with devel
oping a method of instruction for
the Fundam entals of* Speech
course.
Kendall received a bachelor's
degree in 1978 from ONC in
Speech Education. She then attend
ed Northwestern University where
she secured a master's degree in
1979. Kendall returned to ONC in
1980 and is currently teaching
Group Dynamics, Persuasion, and
Fundamentals of Speech.

“There are pro's and con's to
both sides," stated Kendall when
questioned about the difference
between teaching and being a stu
dent. "However, students feel more
pressure trying to meet, deadlines
and having grades cut, and
sometimes tend to take grades too
personally," she added. Kendall
says that although she has always
tried to remember what being a
student was like, her experience at
Purdue the past year was an ex

cellent refresher course.
In the future Kendall plans to
do some writing and some personal
research projects as well as taking a
few courses she was interested in

but never had time to take. She
comments, “It will be nice to be
able to read a good book without
feeling like I should be reading
something academic."

A rule to live b y .
The rule which governs my
life is this: Anything that dims my
vision of Christ, or takes away my
taste for Bible study, or cramps my
prayer life, • or makes Christian

work difficult, is wrong for me, and
I must, as a Christian, turn away
from.it."
- J . Wilbur Chapman

N A ZA R E N E
T H E O L O G IC A L
SEM IN AR Y
NTS offers specialized education beyond your college degree for:
Pastors
Teachers
Chaplains
Evangelists

Directors of Religious Education
Ministers of Senior Adults
Ministers of Children

Missionaries
Administrators
Assistant Pastors
Ministers of Youth

Our expanded program offers the following degrees:
Master of Divinity / Master of Religious Education
Master of Divinity in Religious Education
Master of Divinity in Missiology
Master of Arts in Missiology / Doctor of Ministry
Dr. Robert Crabtree, Director of Admissions, w ill be on cam pus February 3-6
to discuss the exciting opportunities NTS affords.

For further information, please contact:

I

Dr. Robert Crabtree, Director of Admissions
Nazarene Theological Seminary
1700 E. Meyer Blvd.
Kansas City, M O 64131

“ Preparing Men and Women for Christian Ministries.

a
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Brown kettle turning black for Tiger cagers
By Eric Hogue

should look at this year's team that
“You are only young once, but will also be next year's squad. Now
you can stay immature indefinite follow the bouncing basketball as
ly," states the great quotest Vern we check the Tigers' line-up.
McLellar. Yet, in the book being
Like all good offensive teams,
written by Ralph Hodge and his , let's go directly inside the middle
youthful Tigers, the second half of and see what it is the Tigers have.
that passage needs to be eluded.
"Pleasant surprise" has been the tag
Olivet's basketball squad this used ,-to describe the Tigers'
season has in its midst one of the baseline play. Todd Leander and
youngest teams ever in Tiger Rob Collins seem to be the major
history. The only senior on the receptacles that his pleasant plug
team is 6 foot 4 forward Craig has been directed toward. Over the
Shade. Most small college basket last five ballgames the 6 foot 6
ball clubs in the nation have this center, Leander has owned every
same predicament. The situation rim in sight. It all started against
would spell great negativism. Westmont College in California
Nevertheless, for the Tigers it and has continued through last
simply spells the word "future."
T h u rs d a y 's c o n te s t a g a in s t
Aside from single senior Shade, Rockford College. Leander has
the Tigers find themselves stumbl now boosted his seasonal average
ing upon a young team that, if it up to 16.0 points per game and cur
minds its Ps and Qs, could evolve rently sports a total of 115 points in
into something that this writer feels his last 5 outings. In addition to his
should not be mentioned. . . at least offensive plusses, he is also leading
not yet! Call it lack of guts or the team in rebounds and 7.1 per
chicken, but when the kettle’s game with over 100 rebbies on the
black this writer will name it so. campaign.
Until then I see a brown kettle
As we move the ball to the out
slowly turning black as it warms side of the zone we find surprise1
up.
number two of the 1984-85 season.
While we're here at this point Since being forced into battle with
in the season, why don't we take a the injury to Kentan Hasselbring
look at the squad and its young then even more playing time when
members. I guSSyou could say we Kevin Jennings left for personal

reasons Rob Collins has found
himself a home in the Tigers'
starting five. Collins currently
holds a 7.7 point per game average
with 101 points on the year so far.
Rob is also sixth on the team in free
throw shooting, hitting over 70 per
cent of his freebies.
Passing to the far sideline, set
ting up to shoot, we find one of this
season's more disappointing spots.
Here is the area on the court that is
held by one of the NAIA's Top
talented ballplayers, yet because of
nagging injuries early on, Kent
Hasselbring has been forced to play
hurt and heal while playing.
Through it all, the co-captain has
given a solid performance to his
credit. Yet, in evaluating this area,
there's only one thing to s a y .. . stay
tuned; news next issue.
Coming off the bench during
this timeout is Olivet's rendition of
the "fix it kit”. For in this kit we
have the reliever in the form of Rod
Thill, the sprinter in Craig Shade,
the "Truck", better known as Jeff
Tucker® and the radar in Keith
Holderman.

Thill adds the dimehsion of
consistant play with a stabilizing ef
fect. Rod is averaging 1.3 rebounds
for the Tigers and hitting 2.0 points
a game. Shade shakes things up a
bit with his motion—emotion, as
Craig is averaging 2.3 points a
game and 1.8 rebounds. Tucker,
who's opened things up against
Rockford, tallied 26 points in his
first Olivet start, is averaging 10.0
points a game, and 3.3 rebounds.
And last but not least, Keith
Holderman is popping in 5.9 points
a game from his beloved corner of
the court. Yes, the "fix it kit", the
combination that adds a little
punch.
Well, all that leaves us with
now is three guys by the names of
Steve Davis, Dennis Metcail and
Scott Goselin. All that really means
for the Tigers is 27.8 points a game,
over 150 assists, over 100 re
bounds, a combined shooting
percentage of nearly 50 percent,
and free throw shooting of over 74
percent. Not bad for a backcourt
that contains a junior (Davis),
sophomore (Metcalf) and a fresh
man (Goselin). In addition to the

three, there's two more freshmen
that show a considerable amount of
promise on their own. Freshmen
Steve Fry and Jeff Donogalski spell
the the top three from time to time
as the bench strength in this posi
tion seems to have roots until 1988.
Out of the five guards, the "Top
Tigers" are the roommates that
sleep, eat, drink, talk and watch
b ask etb all 24 hours a day.
(Especially, the TV channel-man
himself, Steve Davis.) Co-Captains
Steve Davis and Dennis Metcalf,
the ballhandlers that create the ac
tion in the Olivet offense. After
opening the season up hitting for
his career high 24 points, Davis has
maintained an average 10.4 points
a game and continue to dish out
nearly 100 assists on the season.
Metcalf, who does his scoring in
bundles, is averaging 11.8 a game,
while shooting over 70 percent at
the charity stripe. Well, that's a "quick” look at
this year's and next year's ONC
Tigers. So get used to the names
and faces, because you'll see and
hear a lot more from them in time
to come.

(Photo by S. Wiese)

(Photo by S. Wiese)

FINE GIFTS &
ANTIQUES
20S N. Main St. — Bourbonnais, IL.

Valentine
Flowers
Any way you want them —locally or far away,
from the friendly folks at Busse & Rieck,
in Bourbonnais and Kankakee.
The finest in fresh and silk Valentine
flowers for your special Valentine!

(Across from Post Office)

932-0079

Jacqueline Fegan
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Wide variety of gifts
from $2 to $10

And prices to please your b u d g e t . . .
from Busse & Rieck, of course!
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FLOWERS, GIFTS
A N D ANTIQUES
2 1 0 0 E. M aple • Kankakee • 933-2295
515 S. Main • Bourbonnais » 932-0453
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Varsity cheerleaders “Owesome”
By Lori Frazer
“Who ya rootin' for, O-N-C!"
chants the varsity squad as they
cheer the Tigers on to another vic
tory. The 14-member squad is
nearing the end of its second year
with guy yell-leaders. What an
asset they have been! The addition
of guys to the existing girls' squad
has enhanced the overall perfor
mance of the group.
The squad this year is unique.
In fact, "OWESOME” is a fitting
term to describe them. This word
was coined by this year’s yellleaders and cheerleaders who are
led by Captains Jeff Falvo and- Lori
Frazer, and Co-captain Zoe Burdine. The other squad members in
clude Steve Lester, John Bosca,
Ron Brodien, Jeff Street, Scott
Chamberlain, Dave Muschott, Jan
Barr, Holle Pristach, Jill Roth,
Karen Penrod, Yalonda Bowen,
and alternate Brad Wheeler.
Brad is a sophomore from In- •
dianapolis who came this year

from Purdue. He was a yell-leader
there and instructed high school
squads at cheerleading camps this
past summer for U.C.A. (Universal
Cheerleading Association). His ex
pertise in cheers, mounts, and dou
ble stunts has aided the squad
temendously and helped them at
tain a more collegiate style.
This year’s squad has succeed
ed in introducing some new crea
tions -to the ONC football and
basketball games. The Homecom
ing football game on October 13
marked the onset of two such crea
tions that will continue on as tradi
tions here at ONC; namely, the "O
Mobile" and the Olivet "Super
Chicken."
The 1968 black Cadillac con
vertible was purchased by the guy
yell-leaders previous to Home
coming. It was to be a surprise for
the girl cheerleaders and the
school. The guys worked diligently
for two nights painting the car

orange and black like a Tiger and
tuning up the engine.
Each individual on the squad is
unique and plays a meaningful role
in the group. Having practiced
together since August, they have
developed close-knit relationships.
Something special has transpired
during this tim e -a genuine caring
and loving spirit. This is a result of
times set aside at practices and
games where their attention is
focused on the Lord. He has been
the center of their group and has
cemented them together. They do
not take credit for their perfor
mances at games; rather, they give
Him the glory for their success. For
The theme of the squad can be
expressed in this Bible verse: "May
the God who gives endurance and
encouragement give you a spirit of
unity among yourselves as you
follow Jesus Christ, so that with
one heart and mouth you may
glorify God the father of our Lord
Jesus Christ." (Romans 15:5-6, NIV)

Remember those Friday night
high school basketball games? How
about all the fun you had rooting
for your favorite team, sitting with
good friends, and that feeling of
satisfaction when your squad won?
Fortunately, Olivet and local com
munity sports fans will now be
able to enjoy the most extensive
sports coverage in the area through
the efforts of our own WKOC.
Sports director, Eric Hogue has
modeled W KOCs new expanded
programs of athletic coverage after
award-winning sports format of
WHBC in Canton, Ohio, where he
served as sports anchorman. This
new format will give WKOC the
^ edge in sports as reporters cover
the largest number of basketball
games in this area, surpassing even
WKAN.
Both Eric and news director,
Gary Hess, will be broadcasting the
first ever “live spot" for area high
school basketball games. On each
of these nights when the various
high school games are "spotlighted",
. W KOCs roving staff members will
be reporting in results from other

local high school matches at desig
nated times throughout the show.
The live spot shows will com
mence with Eric interviewing each
team's coach. Gary will then join
Eric in play-by-play coverage of the
entire game. Halftime will be spent
reviewing the first half statistics of
the two teams, as well as reports on
what's happening at other local
high school basketball matchups.
W KOCs increasing coverage of
area athletic events is just one step
an award-winning sports format of
taking-over the past two years to
•build itself into a reputable station.
Gary, who has played a large role
in upgrading the station and cur
rently serves as news director,
believes that: "Judging from feed
back both verbally and written,
what we've done in the last two
¡years really seems worthwhile
beyond the selfish reason of ex. perience."
Most importantly though, both
Gary and Eric agree that "the goals
we have, not only as a sports sta
tion, but as a station altogether, are
in sight and through God's direc
ting hands will be reached!"

Intramurals underway
By Don “Milo” Singleton
Men's Intramural Basketball
gets underway January 28 with the
return of the smooth varsity level
"A” league and the barbaric hackers
of the “B" league.
The season is simple: win as
many games as possible in order to
m ake the tournam ent. Dora
Wilbur, director of the Intramural
Program, would like to see a
regular season of 3-4 weeks, then
perhaps have a tournament with
the top four teams from each divi
sion.

With the stiff competition this
year, Wilbur jokingly had this to
say about the highly over-rated
faculty team, "They'll score if they
use their administrative influence
over their students."
Besides personal fame and
glory!! the winning team will
receive the highly coveted intermural T-shirt. But if your team
does not fare so well, perhaps you
will excel in softball, badminton or
women's swimming, which are in
the woodwork for this spring.

EVEN STRAIGHT A S C A N T
HELP IF YOU FLUNK TUITION!

Rome’s

H E A D Q U A R TE R S
Fam ily H air Care Center

538 S. Main (across from Chicago Dough Co.) • Bourbonnais
Cali 939-4344 for appointment j

O N C STUDENTS

25
%
OFF ALL SERVICES
Between 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Tuesday thru Friday

Reg. Price

Disc. Price

• HAIRCUTS

8.00 (M)
9.00 (F)

6.00
6.75

• STYLES

15.00 (M)
17.00 (F)

11.25
12.75

• PERMS

45.00 & up

33.75

10.00

7.50

27.00 & up

20.25

• EAR PIERCING
• COLOR and
H IG H LIG H TIN G

O N C I.D. REQUIRED
N ot valid with other discounts or promotions

Today, the toughest thing about going
to college is findingthe money to pay for it.
But-Arm y R O T C can h elp —two
ways!
First, you can apply for an Arm y
R O TC scholarship. It covers tuition,
pays you
books, and supplies, and p
up to $ 1 ,0 0 0 each school yrear it’s
in effect.,
But even if y<
scholarship recip
RO TC can still r
with financial as:
tance—upto$l,C
a year for your
last two years in
>232
the program.
For m ore
information,
contact your
Professor of
Military Science

mm

Wm

Wk! m

ARMYROTC.
IBEALLYOU CAN BE.

TIME IS SHORT!
Call CPT Hicks Collect (312) 653-4930 to apply for
a scholarship.
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All-school letter writing campaign
Helps and addresses for
Action Partner
ASG and The Glim m erglass encourage every Christian to take
seriously his/her responsibility for the public well being.
Action Partners commit themselves to write a letter a week,
or alternately, if time forbids, a letter a month.
Use these addresses often and well,* and be sure to support
your efforts with prayer.
The Media
Federal Communications Commission, 1919 M Street,
Washington, D.C. 20554.
The Manager, National Association of Broadcasters, 1771 N.
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
The President, National Broadcasting Co., Inc., 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10020.
The President, Columbia Broadcasting System, 51 West
52nd Street, New York, NY 10019.
Public Broadcasting System, 475 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.,
Washington, DC 20024, President Lawrence K. Grossman.
Don Wildmon's National Federation for Decency has
published a Television Sponsors Guide. Send $ 1 for your copy tc ■
NFD, Box 1398, Tupelo, MS 38801. (Available also at $15/hundred for distribution.)
The Federal G overnm ent
You should address your Congressman as The Honorable
.............. . House of Congress, Washington, DC 20515; your
Senator as The H o n o rable.............. , The Senate, Washington,
DC 20510; the President as The President, The White House,
Washington, DC 20500.
The salutations should be Dear Congressman, Dear Senator
and Mr. President, respectively, and should be signed, Sincerely
Yours.
Department secretaries should be addressed as The
Honorable . . . . . . . . and the salutation read, Dear Mr. Secretary.
A Congressional Staff Directory may be purchased at a cost
of $25 prepaid from the Congressional Staff Directory, P.O. Box
62, Mount Vernon, VA 22121.
One of the many groups publishing voting records of Con
gressmen is the Committee for the Survival of a Free Congress,
721 2nd St., N.E., Washington, DC 20002.
A Letterwriter's Guide to Congress, Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, 1615 H St.,.N.W„ Washington, DC 20062.
White House Comment Line: 202-456-7639, Justice Depart
ment Busing Complaint Line: 202-633-3847, General Litigation
Complaint Line: 202-633-4713.
Congressional Record, Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
G overnm ent Printing O ffice, Washington, DC 20402
202-783-3238.
U.S. Capitol Switchboard, 202-224-3121 from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m., seven days a week.
Legislative Information Office, 202-225-1772 from 7 a.m. to
11 p.m., seven days a week.
To listen to recorded messages on the latest legislative activi
ty, call 202-224-8541 (for Senate Democrats); 202-224-8601 (for
Senate Republicans); 202-225-7400 (for House Democrats); and
202-255-7430 (for House Republicans).
For $2 you can send a 15-word message (a personal opinion
wire) to any legislator. The bill will be sent to you or put on your
phone bill. Call your Western Union office.
Other addresses you need may often be obtained by a simple
phone call to your local library.
The servant o f the L ord must not strive, but be gentle unto all
men, apt to teach, patient in m eekness instructing those that oppose
them selves; if G od peradventure w ill give them repentance to the
acknow ledging o f the truth; and that they may recover them selves out
o f the snare o f the devil, w ho are taken captive by him at his will.
- I I Tim. 2:24-26
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Activated Awareness”
M AYlAIi

home
style
MAYTAG HOMESTYLE
LAUNDRY

Opm 7 Dayt a Vaak
DROP-OFF LAUNDRY
and
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
W E APPRECIATE
YOUR BUSINESS,
O N C . . .T H A N K S !
Kroger Shopping Center
Bourbonnais

Helpful tips

Writing your letter
"If the average member of Congress received as many as a
half-dozen letters scrawled in pencil on brown wrapping paper,
it would be enough to change his or her vote on most issues," a
government official, veteran of about 20 years on Capitol Hill,
once said.
He may have exaggerated, but his remarks indicate that
members of Congress want to know what their consitituents are
thinking. Responsible citizens need to write often; their letters
should be in good form and contain compelling reasoning. Here
are some suggestions:
1. Spell names correctly, write legibly, use correct forms of
address.
2. Keep eqch letter brief. Limit the subject matter to a single
issue.
3. Be positive. Avoid criticism. If possible, commend the
legislator on some recent action, vote, or public speech.
4. Come to the point quickly, clearly and concisely.
Whenever possible give the bill number or title.
5. Point up the moral issues involved. Tell why you are per
sonally for a particular position. If an organization that you
belong to has taken an action on the issue, refer to that.
6. Make your letter your own instead of a form letter.
7. Raise questions. A well-formulated question can get a per
sonal response many times.
8. Point out shortcomings of a particular bill. Make sugges
tions for correcting these.
9. Make your letter timely. Obviously, your letter should
come before decisions are made. A letter to your legislators soon
after a bill is introduced can alert them to a bill in which you are
interested. Letters to members of the committee considering the
bill are the most important. Ninety percent of the bills pass on
the floor as they come from committee. Another strategic time to
contact your legislator is after a committee reports out a bill and
before the House and Senate vote. Be sure you are acquainted
with the changes made by the committee. One or two words
could alter the entire effect of the bill.

Abortion drug protested
A former Upjohn Pharmaceu
tical Company employee has liken
ed that firm's development of what
they call a new type of "contracep
tive" t o . "death chemical" ex
periments in Nazi Germany.
T he contraceptive, w hich
could even be marketed for inhome abortion use, is made from
prostglandin, a h orm one-like
substance.
George Schimming, a phar
m a c is t and fo rm e r U p jo h n
salesman who left the firm rather
than be involved in this application
of prostglandin, has said he talked
to the company about this matter

D & D group forms
Concerned citizens in Rich
mond, Virg., have formed a group
called Bothered about Dungeons
and Dragons. They feel so strongly
about the adverse effects of this
fantasy game that they are
dedicated to alerting other parents.
If you have personal ex
periences concerning the effect of
the “game," this group would be
glad for you to send them the in
formation.
Their address: B.A.D.D., P.O.
Box 5513, Richmond, VA 23220.

COLLEGE COSTS ARE GOING OP.
BOT SO IS THE
ARMY COLLEGE FOND.
Tuition, books, lab fees, college living expenses
—a ll seem to be climbing relentlessly. Well, here’s
some good news from the Army. Today’s Army Col
lege Fund is climbing too. You can now accumulate
over $25,000 for college, if you qualify.
What’s more, you’ll study, learn and become
proficient in a useful skill. It could be a skill with
so wide an application In both military and civilian
life that it might help you decide what to take in
college.
If you’re determined to go on to college, but you
don’t know where the money is coming from, pick
up an Army College Fund booklet from your local
recruiter. It offers several options you’ll want to
Investigate. Stop by or a llM

SGT May - 932-4315

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

but that they denied it.
Schimming is urging pastors,
concerned Upjohn employees and
a wide coalition of Christian groups
to join in mass protest against con
traceptive use of this chemical
. . .'knowing that the lives of tens
of millions of unborn babies are at
stake."
Write Upjohn (Chrm. Ray T.
Parfet, Jr.), 7000 Portage Road,
Kalamazoo, MI 49001.

Commend Post
anti-porn stance
New York - The New York
Post has ceased publishing adver
tisements for pornography, topless
bars and abortion clinics on orders
from the owner, Australian entrepeneur Rupert Murdoch. The
welcome new practice reportedly
came in honor of Archbishop John
J. O'Connor's appointment as head
of the New York Archdiocese.
For all the sleaze published by
some other elements of Murdoch's
publishing empire, here he has set
standards that should be quickly
emulated by the Washington Post
and the New York Times.
Should you wish to commend
Mr. Murdoch for his decision to
pull the pom and abortion ads, the
address is: The New York Post, 210
South St., New York, NY 10002.
To urge the Washington Post
and New York Times to follow a
leading competitor’s new policy,
write the Times at 229 West 43rd
St., New York NY 10036 (Chrmn.
Arthur Ochs Sulzberger); and the
Post at 444 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10022 (Chrmn. Kather
ine Graham).

Deer fetuses
rate high
In stark contrast to our nation's
lawmakers flagrant disregard fcr
the sanctity of human life since the
Supreme Court's 1973 decision
legalizing abortion, an Illinois man
was recently charged with killing
deer fetuses.
In a first for conservation law
enforcement, Richard Cox pleaded
guilty to charges of illegally killing
a doe white-tailed deer out-of
season and the two fetuses found
within the slain animal's womb.
The defendant was fined $125
for each fetus and $250 for the doe.

Write to be heard
One of the most effective ways to influence legislators is
through the mail. Letters should be clear, courteous and to the
point. Refer to a bill by its name and number. Include whether
you support it or not. When the bill is introduced, send a copy of
your letter to the chairman of the committee to which it was
referred, r
Use the following addresses to contact legislators:
Congress:
The Honorable
._______________________
U-S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Senate:
Senator______________________________
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Legislators are elected to serve their constituency. Let your
voice be heard so that your viewpoint isn't overlooked.

IT’S HERE!
The Glimmerglass Trivia
Give-Away
Win a two-item Grinder
compliments of the Red Room
To enter the contest, answer this question correctly
and turn in your answer with your name, phone
number, and full address to: Trivia Give-Away,
c/o The Glim m erglass, O N C Box 24 by 4 p.m.,
January 31. The question is:

What was the first manufactured item ever
exported from the United States?

Good Luck!
(The Glimmerglass staff members are ineligible)

PERSONALS
Congrats! To Lisa Bogue, Kim
Pasko, Robin McKinsey and Karen
Taylor for personally cheering up
the other team in swimsuitsr in the
locker room, after B.B. game (1/17)
K&T
A quality gift for a special person
for Valentine's Day. Specialty
poems offer a unique gift at a
reasonable rate. Regular $7.50; for
ONC students and staff, $3.75. Call
935-2498 for information or to
order.

Eric E and Dave R:
Thank you tremendously for
the generous gift of a cardboard
box on our floor. I deeply appre
ciate it<
Brad Wheeler:
Your the cutiest little cheer
pants I know.
Love, Cindy Oney /
Roses are Dead and I am Blue.
When I eat potato skins I think of
you.
B.F.

To Chuck Tedrick
Thanks for making th is-m y
freshman year-exciting and fun!
Thanks again,
Wes Sampson

J.S.
To the lonely little girl selling
Glimmerglass personals. Have a
wonderful day! (I told you I'd buy
one!)
B.F.
Brad
Good luck in the Mr. ONC
pageant. Knock 'em dead.
N.C. State Cheerleaders

Thanks for being a very good
friend. Also the added advantages.
Tom
Beaver,
It must be nice to be in love?!!
S.U.D.

EMF
Thank you for coming into my
life.
SPC

Cindy,
You mean so very much to me.
I love you!
J.T.

To Opus,
I hope you had fun collecting
all those weird, personals. Now if
you could just learn to wrestle.
Cutter John
jojo, Gidget, Brunhilda, jojoba, fife
alias Jill: Congratulations!! You’ve
acquired a new name. P.S. Happy
birthday Dale!
The Gang
Support Your Local R.A.
The next issue of The Glimmerglass
will be February 14. Deadline is
February 7.
Good luck Steven Ray!!!
GMC and Mom

Gina,
I just want to let you know you
are a great roommate. I love and
appreciate you and your friend
ship. I'll miss you next year. Keep
smiling.
Shell (Chubby)

How's this for a perfect graduation
gift: 17 days in Continental Europe!
Round out your college éducation
with visits to Paris, Lucerne, and
Freibourg. For information contact
Miss Trylong, 939-5136.

Lori,
You have done a great jo b this
past season. Thanks for all your
hard work and dedication in yell
leading. Love, the other Captain
Falv

Do you need a few more hours to
meet the Intercultural Understand
ing requirement? Even if you've
never studied French, you can go
on the May trip to France and app
ly the hours to that requirement.
Imagine getting credit for visiting
the Louvre and strolling down tne
Champs-Elysees! For information,
. contact Miss Trylong, 939-5136.

Sue,

For Sale
21 Karat engagement & wed
ding ring set. For details write Box
446.

Support Your School Paper

Zoe:
Thanks for all the spirit you
have shared with me this past
season. You're awesome. Love,
your yell leading partner,
Falv

Good luck Phil! You'll be great!
Your biggest fan
Dear Lovee, there isn't anyone Id
rather spend the rest of my life
with.
I love you, TAUW

To all the Southwestern 1st year
student dealers:
Keej? up all the hard work. It
will pay off if you do. This will be a
great summer. Those on Robs
team will have to work a bit
harder, but FalVs team will help
carry you all. Just kidding. You re
all great.
S.W. Student Manager, Jeff Falvo
Kevin Lunn - the greatest room
mate anyone could have. I love
you, buddy!
Jeff
Pumpkin B. '
I hope our ships pass again
some time.
Snookems

Congrats, Dave Vandenboss on
making the Dean's List. W ere
proud of you!

Laura Hannig,
I really think you're sweet. I’m
looking forward to getting to know
you better.
A guy in English
Brad Garvin
Thanks for all you've done to
get me in the flow of things. Love
you,
Your little brother

Fit THIS into your
new schedule!

Write that letter!!
Get a grip Jill F.
Guess who
Dave Carlson
Where’s my No. 2 lead pencil
you promised me on the air?
Wes S.
Throw any bowling balls lately,
Sue?
Your bowling partner
Uncle Ronnie, three strikes and
you're out. Good luck, we love you!
Love, L and Z
Teddy Bear,
Thanks for one fabulous year.
Looking forward to many more.
Your little girl
To Super Trainer,
Hang in there! Laundry’s not
that hard! Your terrific!
Love, your favorite sisters,
JandT

O u r w elcom e b ack offer

To Olivet Female Personnel,
The federal order of improved
socialites has declared this the
semester of the date. We are en
couraging females to answer affir
matively when their numbers
come up. Your cooperation will be
appreciated.
Yea! Plymouth! The Greatest!

PUZZLE ANSW ER

□Hura razia Eñmñ
1 T £

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE!
575 Main N.W.
Bourbonnais
Buy ONE Big Mac® sandwich, get
another big sandwich FBEE,
with this couponl

1780 E. Court St.
Kankakee

327 S. Kinzie Ave.
Bradley

Buy Sandwich,
get dessert FREE!

Your choice: A Big Mac, Quarter Pounder,
Quarter Pounder with Cheese,
Filet-O-Fish, or Chicken McNuggets

From 8 pm until closing, at your
M cDonalds near cam pus, FREE
dessert with purchase of
any sandwich.

One coupon per customer per visit. Cash value 1 /2 0 of 1c.
Not valid w ith any other otter

One coupon per customer per visit. Cash value 1 /2 0 of 1c.
Not valid w ith any other offer.

Offer valid 5 pm to closing
now thru 1-31-85

Offer valid thru 2-7-85

mÈ

Buy one, get one!
During our regular breakfast hours,
at your McDonald's near campus, buy
any breakfast entree— get another
one like it FREE.
Egg McMuffin Sandwich, Hotcakes, or Scrambled
Eggs, Hashbrowns and Sausage
One coupon per customer per visit. Cash value 1 /2 0 of 1C.
Not valid w ith any other otter.

Offer valid thru 2-7-85

pa
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Read through the Bible in 1985
JANUARY
SUNDAY

1985

MONDAY

TUESDAY

1

7

6

8

14

G en 2 7
Ps. 8 :6 - 9
Prov. 2 :1 0 ,1 1
M att 1 0 :2 4 - 1 1 :1

G en. 2 5 .2 6
Ps. 8 :1 - 5
Prov. 2 :8 .9
M att 1 0 :1 - 2 3

21

20

27

15

G en. 2 1 .2 2 ,
Ps. 7 :6 - 1 0
Prov. 2 :1 - 5
M att 8 : 2 8 - 9 :1 7

18

G en. 9 ,1 0
Ps. 4
Prov. 1 :1 5 .1 6
M att 5 :1 - 2 0

G en. 3 2 ,3 3
Ps. 9 :1 5 - 2 0
Prov. 3 :1 .2
M a tt 1 3 :1 - 2 3

24

Gen. 2 3 ,2 4
Ps. 7 :1 1 - 1 7
Prov. 2 :6 .7
M a tt 9 :1 8 - 3 8

'

19

G en . 3 1
Ps. 9 :1 1 - 1 4
Prov. 2 :2 1 ,2 2
M att 1 2 :2 2 - 5 0

G en . 3 4 ,3 5
Ps. 1 0 :1 -7
Prov. 3 :3 ,4
M att 1 3 :2 4 - 4 3

26

25

G en. 4 2
G en. 4 3 ,4 4
Ps. 1 2
Ps. 1 3
Prov. 3 :1 1 .1 2
Prov. 3 :1 3 .1 4
M att 1 5 :2 9 - 1 6 :1 2 M att 1 6 : 1 3 - 1 7 :1 3

Ex. 3 .4
Ps. 1 7 :1 -5
Prov. 3 :2 3 .2 4
MatL 2 0 :1 7 - 3 4

5

12

11

17

Gen. 4 7 ,4 8
Ps. 1 5
Prov. 3 :1 7 .1 8
M att 1 8 :1 5 - 3 5

G en. 4 5 ,4 6
Ps. 1 4
Prov. 3 :1 5 ,1 6
M att 1 7 :1 4 - 1 8 :1 4

31

30

29

Ex. 1,2
Ps. 1 6 :7 -1 1
Prov. 3 :2 1 ,2 2
M att 1 9 :1 6 - 2 0 :1 6

G e a 7 .8
Ps. 3
Prov. 1 :1 0 - 1 4
MatL 4

G en. 1 9 ,2 0
Ps. 7 :1 - 5
Prov. 1 :3 2 .3 3
M att 8 :1 - 2 7

G en. 3 0
Ps. 9 :6 - 1 0
Prov. 2 :1 6 - 2 0
M att 1 2 :1 -2 1

23
G en. 4 0 ,4 1
Ps. 11
Prov. 3 :9 ,1 0
M att 1 5 :1 - 2 8

4

10

16

SATURDAY

ERI DAY

G en . 5 ,6
Ps. 2 :7 - 1 2
Prov. 1 :7 - 9
M a tt 3

G en. 1 7 .1 8
Ps. 6 : 6 - 1 0
Prov. 1 :2 8 - 3 1
M att 7 :7 - 2 9

G en. 2 8 .2 9
Ps. 9 :1 - 5
Prov. 2 :1 2 - 1 5
M att 1 1 :2 - 3 0

22

28
_ G en . 4 9 ,5 0
Ps. 1 6 :1 - 6
Prov. 3 :1 9 .2 0
M att 1 9 :1 - 1 5

3

G en . 3 ,4
Ps. 2 :1 - 6
Prov. 1 :4 - 6
Matt. 2

G en. 1 5 .1 6
Ps. 6 :1 - 5
Prov. 1 :2 4 - 2 7
M att 6 :1 9 - 7 :6

G en. 3 8 ,3 9
Ps. 1 0 :1 4 - 1 8
Prov. 3 :^ .8
M att 1 4 :1 3 - 3 6

G en. 3 6 .3 7
Ps. 1 0 :8 - 1 3
Prov. 3 :5 ,6
M att 1 3 :4 4 - 1 4 :1 2

2

THURSDAY

9

G en. 1 3 .1 4
Ps. 5 :7 - 1 2
Prov. 1 :2 0 - 2 3
M att 6 :1 - 1 8

G en. 1 1 ,1 2
Ps. 5 :1 - 6
Prov. 1 :1 7 - 1 9
M att 5 : 2 1 - 4 8

13

jG e n , 1 ,2
Ps. 1
Prov. 1 :1 -3
M att 1

WEDNESDAY

January
Th
24

1985

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

2

18

17

Lev. 4 ,5
Ps. 2 2 :2 2 - 2 6
Prov. 5 :5 ,6
A cts 4 : 1 - 3 1

Lev. 1 -3
Ps. 2 2 :1 6 - 2 1
Prov. 5 :3 .4
A cts 3

24

19

Lev. 1 7 .1 8
Ps. 2 5 :1 6 - 2 2
Prov. 6 :1 ,2
A cts 9 :1 -3 1

Lev. 8 .9
Ps. 2 3
Prov. 5 :1 0 ,1 1
Acts 5 :1 2 - 4 2

22

Lev. 2 1 ,2 2
Ps. 2 6 :6 - 1 2
Prov. 6 :4 ,5
A cts 1 0 :1 - 1 8

23
Lev. 1 2 ,1 3
Ps. 2 4 :7 - 1 0
Prov. 5 : 1 5 - 1 7
A cts 7 : 1 - 2 9
\

Lev. 1 0 . l t
Ps. 2 4 :1 -6
Prov. 5 :1 2 - 1 4
A cts 6

28

27
Lev. 1 9 ,2 0
Ps. 2 6 :1 -5
Prov. 6 : 3
A cts 9 :3 2 - 4 3

Ex. 3 9 , 4 0
Ps. 2 2 :9 - 1 5
Prov. 5 :1 ,2
A cts 2 :2 2 - 4 7

Ex. 3 6 - 3 8
Ps. 2 2 :1 - 8
Prov. 4 :2 5 - 2 7
A cts 2 :1 -2 1

Ex. 3 4 . 3 5
Ps. 2 1 :8 - 1 3
Prov. 4 :2 3 .2 4
A cts 1

21

20

Lev. 6 .7
Ps. 2 2 :2 7 -3 1
Prov. 5 :7 - 9
A cts 4 :3 2 - 5 :1 1

26

25
Lev. 1 5 .1 6
Ps. 2 5 :8 - 1 5
Prov. 5 :2 1 - 2 3
A cts 8 :5 - 4 0

.

Ex. 2 5 ,2 6
Ps. 1 9 :1 -6
Prov. 4 :1 2 .1 3
M a tt 2 6 :5 7 - 7 5

16

15

14
Ex. 3 2 . 3 3
PS. 2 1 :1 - 7
Prov. 4 :2 0 - 2 2
MatL 2 8

Ex. 3 0 ,3 1
Ps. 2 0 :6 - 1 0
Prov. 4 :1 8 ,1 9
MatL 2 7 :4 5 - 6 6

Ex. 2 9
Ps. 2 0 :1 - 5
Prov. 4 :1 6 ,1 7
M att 2 7 :2 7 - 4 4

Ex. 2 7 .2 8
Ps. 1 9 :7 -1 4
Prov. 4 :1 4 ,1 5
M att 2 7 :1 - 2 6

13

12

11

10

25

Sa

28
29
31-1

M
T
Th-F

9
Ex. 2 3 .2 4
P s. 1 8 :4 3 - 5 0
Proy. 4 :1 0 .1 1
MatL 2 6 : 3 1 - 5 6

Ex. 2 1 .2 2
Ps. 1 8 :3 7 -4 2
Prov: 4 :7V9
M att 2 6 :1 - 3 0

Ex. 1 9 .2 0
Ps. 1 8 :3 1 - 3 6
Prov. 4 :5 .6
MatL 2 5 : 3 1 - 4 6

Ex. 1 7 .1 8
Ps. 1 8 :2 5 -3 0
Prov. 4 :3 .4
M att 2 5 :1 - 3 0

8

7

6

5
Ex. 1 5 .1 6
Ps. 1 8 :2 0 -2 4
Prov. 4 :1 .2
M att 2 4 :2 9 -5 1

F

Ex. 1 1 ,1 2
Ps. 1 8 :7 -1 2
Prov. 3 :3 1 ,3 2
1 MatL 2 3

Ex. 9 ,1 0
Ps. 1 8 :1 -6
Prov. 3 :2 9 ,3 0
MatL 2 2 :1 5 - 4 6

4

25

SATURDAY

TO DAY

1

Ex. 1 3 .1 4
Ps. 1 8 :1 3 - 1 9
Prov. 3 :3 3 - 3 5
M att 2 4 :1 - 2 8

Lev. 14
Ps. 2 5 :1 - 7
Prov. 5 :1 8 - 2 0
A cts 7 :3 0 - 8 :4

Lev. 2 3 ,2 4
Ps. 2 7 :1 - 1 4
Prov. 6 :6 -1 1
A cts 1 0 :1 9 - 4 8

\
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February
F-Su
1-3
2
Sa

5
7

T '
Th

7-14
8
8-10
9

Th-Th
F
F-Su
Sa

11

M

12
12-14
14

T
T-Th
Th

a

a

a
•

■RESTAURANTRt. 50 at North St.
in Bradley, IL
932-7450 or 932-7437

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

• What’s New at Mother’s •

WKOC
Listen to Tiger
. Basketball with
your announcers
Eric Hogue and
Gary Griffin
on FM 88.3
WKOC RADIO

11 to 4

N ew

Lunch Specials
also

FM

New Dinner Specials
which include our Super Salad Bar

with the Lord. Your spirit must be
nurtured daily to remain strong
and healthy.
You may find it best to read it all
in one sitting, or the Old Testament
in the morning, Psalms and Pro
verbs over lunch, with the New
Testament in the evening. Con
sistency is your key to success. Five
minutes daily far surpasses three
hours every three months.
;Let us purpose together in 1985
to discipline ourselves for the pur
pose of godliness (1 Timothy 4:7).
The fruit is certainly worth the
labor.

Activity Calendar

FEBRUARY

3

In 1985 determine to establish
a daily habit of Bible reading and
.prayer.
1. Set a tim e, and do it con
sistently.
2., Set a goal. This calendar pro
vides an easily attainable o n e reading through the Bible once in
the next year, as well as a
systematic means of praying for the
nations.’
3. P ray before you read for the
Holy Spirit to open you understan
ding.
4. M ake no exceptions. Allow
nothing to intrude upon your time

Ex. 5 ,6
Ex. 7 .8
Ps. 1 7 :6 - 9
Ps. 1 7 :1 0 - 1 5
Prov. 3 :2 5 .2 6
Prov. 3 :2 7 .2 8
M a tt 2 1 :1 - 3 2 M att 2 1 : 3 3 - 2 2 :1 4

%

SUNDAY

Establish a habit

S T E R E O

Spiritual
Life

•
Women’s Basketball - Away - 7 pm
Wrestline - Here - 4:30 pm
Women’s Basketball - Here - 7 pm
Women’s Sports sponsors Film - 9 pm
Senior Class Late Skate -11:45-1:45
Evangels Labor Day
Secretarial & Home Ec Clubs Profession
al Grooming Seminar -10 am-noon
Basketball • Away
Wrestling - Away
WRA sponsors Mr. ONC
Women’s BasketbaD - Here - 7 pm
Women’s Basketball • Here - 7 pm
T.C./Vikings Variety Show - Kresge 8 pm

Band Tour
Basketball at Silverdome
Evangels Film - “Blood on the Moun
tain” - Kresge, 7:30 pm
Wrestling - Away
Women’s Basketball - Away -7 pm
Nordic Choir from Luther College
Final Day to drop Block III courses
Basketball - Away
Soph Class sells Flowers
Ski Club Late Skate
Parent Weekend
Nursing Dedication
Women’s Basketball - Away
Basketball - Away
Wrestling - Away
William Heiles, Harpsichord - Kresge 7:30 pm
Women’s Basketball - Here - 7:30 pm
Choral Workshop
Women’s Basketball - Away - 7 pm
Basketball • Away
Wrestling - Away
Ski Club selling Cookies
Valentine Party

W ill next spring
be too late to find the
jo b you w ant?
Maybe. That's w hy you need to explore your opportunities no w Intercristo's
unique jo b m atching service w ill show you w here you can serve the Lord by
w orking full-tim e in a Christian organization. Positions you probably w o n 't
hear about through other sources. W hether you'll graduate and launch a
career or yo u 'll need summer work, Intercristo gives you a head start in your
jo b search. Contact Intercristo today

Call Intercristo today toll-free: (800) 426-1342
Alaska, Hawaii or Washington State: (206) 546-7330
Or return the coupon below
Intercristo
The Christian
Career Specialists.
PO. Box 33487
Seattle.
98133

a division of

Please send me inform ation on
getting a "head start" in my
jo b search.

Name__
Address.

“Look into it”

City----II j B
jM

Prayer Band, Tues and Thurs 6:15

v # ? > i—

State___

___ A
cimpr

.Zip.

